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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, December 2, 1975

In Our 96th Year

More than 300 junior and senior high
school band members, selected from
schools throughout the four-state area and
including 14 from Murray and Calloway
County, will be on the Murray State
University campus Monday, Dec. 8, to
participate in the 28th annual Quad-State
Band Festival.
The local band members selected to take
part are:
Larry Enoch, Keith Overby, Gena
Cleaver, Cindy Bailey and LaDonne
Roberts, all from Calloway County High
School, and
Paul Moffitt, Brent Boston, Lee Bryan,
Kent Eversrneyer, Linus Kodman, Brenda
Hough,. Beth Richardson, Bill Bailey and
Tern Rice from Murray High School.
Growing from four schools the first year
in 1947 to 172 entries this year, the QuadState Band Festival has annually brought
together thousands of outstanding young
band members from across the Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee area.
One of the oldest festivals of its kind in
the country, the event is unique in scope
and purpose, providing the participants
with the opportunities of sharing new
concepts and ideas, to perform together

and to be exposed to some of the most
advanced musical literature available.
It was in 1947 that Dr. Josiah Darnall,
then the music instructor at the old
Murray Training School, was elected
president of the music section of the First
District Education Association. As a
project to be co-sponsored by the
association and the Music Department at
Murray State, Dr. Darnall, with the approval of the late Price Doyle, the
departmental chairman, and the late Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, president of the
University, set up three festival divisions:
Chorus, orchestra and band.
The first Quad-State Orchestra was
conducted by Dr. Darnall, while the first
Quad-State Choral Festival was directed
by Joseph A. Golz.
The first Quad-State Band was conducted by Prof. Richard W. Farrell, the
present departmental chairman, who also
conducted the festival for 10 years before
turning his baton over to the present
conductor, Prof. Paul W. Shahan, director
of bands at the,University and who has
conducted the Quad-State Band for the
past 18 years.

2 Sections — 26 Pages

This year, the senior band will again be
directed by Professor Shahan, while the
junior band will be directed by Prof. David
Wells, new director of the Marching
Thoroughbred Band.
While the selected band members are
rehearsing throughout the day in
preparation for the 7 p.m, concert and
recording session in Lovett Auditorium,
Prof. Donald Story, clinic director for the
festival, has arranged a special clinic for
the visiting band directors.
Featured this year will be a clinic
session presented by Murray State's Brass
Trio and entitled "The Small Ensemble
Approach to Better Bands." Members of
the trio are: Professors Ray Conklin,
trombone; David Elliott, French horn, and
Robert Scribner, trumpet, all members of
the Murray State music faculty.
Another teature of this year's festival
will be an informal concert by the Murray
State Jazz Ensemble under the direction of
Conklin and taking place at 4:15 p.m.in the
recital hall of the Fine Arts Annex. The 7
p.m. concert at Lovett Auditorium, which
also will be broadcast live and recorded by
Century Records, will climax the day.

BAND TO MARCH IN PARADE—The Calloway County
High School Laker Band will march in the Inaugural Parade for
(overnor Julian Carroll Tuesday, Dec. 9.
Stan Photo by David Hal

State Losing Its War With
Birds, But Battle Not Over
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The state is
losing its war against some 77 million
blackbirds that have made Southwestern
Kentucky their winter home, but the battle
isn't over yet, says the man charged with
eliminating the problem.
State Agriculture Commissioner Wendell Butler, who inherited the problem this
year, said the birds aren't his only
headache.
He must get permission from the federal
government to poison the birds or to use a
method employed in the past to exterminate them.
Last year, Tergitol, a chemical
detergent, was sprayed on millions of
blackbirds roosting on the Ft. Campbell
military reservation, near the town of
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Hopkinsville.
Thousands of the birds died, because
Tergitol, applied in cold, damp weather,
removes protective oils from their feathers,causing them to die of exposure.
Butler said Tergitol can't be used on the
birds again until the Environmental
Protection Agency issued an envirorunental impact statement on the effects of a
massive bird kill.
Last week, the state took its first action
against the birds, and it was a failure.
"We tried to move the birds by using
biosonic sounds," Butler said. "But this is
not going to do the job."
Helicopters flew over major roosts, including one near Hopkinsville containing
about eight million birds, and broadcast
starling ind blackbird distress calls.
Ground crews set off "bird bombs"—explosives fired from flare pistols—which go
off about 25 feet off the ground.
"They scared them away for a while, but
they came back," Butler said.
The next planned step is to use
Starlicide—a poison bait, but the state cannot use it until permission is received from
EPA, and that isn't expected for about a
month, Butler said.
And in the meantime, the birds are
causing thousands of dollars in damage to

Former Officials Are Indicted
In Alleged Diversion Of Funds
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A former
state highway commissioner and a former
state Democratic official have been
charged with illegal conspiracy in an
alleged scheme to divert federal highway
funds to the Kentucky State Democratic
Committee.
Former Highway Commissioner Charles
Pryor and former state Democratic Committee Executive Director Herschel
Taylor were named in an indictment returned Monday by a federal grand jury in
Lexington.
The indictment said Pryor, highway
conunissioner and later finance commissioner in the Democratic administration of former Gov. Wendell Ford,

farm crops and animals every day, he
said.
"We've made a lot of noise so far, and
that's all," Butler said.
Butler said the state tried one other
method—it bulldozed down a large pine
thicket, used by several million birds for a
roost. Those displaced birds flew to
another section which hadn't been
bulldozed.
Coburn Gayle, a pest control specialist
for the department, said potential health
problems blamed on the birds "is justification enough for some Mad of program"
to get rid of them.
The birds have been blamed for fatal
diseases in farm animals, and their droppings are said to cause histoplasmosis, a
lung ailment in humans.
Gayle said unless Tergitol or poison is
used, eventually -the answer will be
biological control through sterlization to
inhibit the reproductivity activity" of the
prolific birds.

Generally sunny and cool today, high in
the upper 40s Fair and cold tonight, low in
the upper 20s. Cloudy and not as cold Wednesday, high near 50. Thursday cloudy
with a chance of rain.

"We have to attempt to control the birds
with a non-killing situation before we can
ask the federal government to give us a
tool to kill them with," Gayle said."And so
far we have been unsuccessful."
(See Birds, Page 14)

Outlook Thursday through Saturday:
Mostly cloudy with chance of showers
Thursday and Friday. Clearing and a little
warmer Saturday. Highs will range from
the low 50s Thursday to around 60 Saturday. Lows will be in the low 30s Thursday,
increasing to the upper 30s on Saturday.

Sunny and Cool

conspired with Taylor and "persons
unknown" to divert federal highway funds.
The indictment said Pryor and Taylor
conspired to thwart the intent of the
Federal Aid Highway Act by "diverting"
funds intended for highway appraisal jobs
"to the Kentucky State Democratic Committee and persons unknown."
Pryor and others, according to the indictment, would supply Taylor with a list
of persons chosen to appraise land for
right-of-way acquisition, and Taylor would
ask the persons for "kickbacks" from the
fee for the appraisal work.
The grand jury charged that potential
appraisers who wouldn't agree to give part
of their fees back to the party didn't get
any appraisal contracts.
The indictment said that William H.
Grissom, a Glasgow appraiser, was one
who did not agree to kick back part of his
fees, and that as a result, Pryor canceled
an appraisal contract Grissom had been
awarded before he refused to cooperate.
U.S. Atty. Eugene Siler said the indictments followed two years of investigation since 1973 when Grissom first
charged that a kickback scheme was in
operation.

Laker Band
To March
In Parade
The Calloway County High School Laker
Band has accepted an invitation to march
in the inaugural parade of Kentucky
Governor Julian Carroll.
The invitation to the parade, which will
be held Tuesday, Dec. 9, in Frankfort, was
extended through Calloway County
Democratic Party Chairman Dan Bazzell.
The band will leave Monday for frankfort. They will spend the night in Bardstown, where they will tour My Old Kentucky Home. After the parade Tuesday
morning at ten a. m.,the band will visit the
State Capitol, and return to Murray late
Tuesda ev
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Ministerial
Association
Plans Drive
Again this Christmas, the Murray
Ministerial Association in cooperation
with the many civic, service clubs and
church groups of the community will
endeavor to make this a happier holiday
season for the needy.
Names of needy families have been
identified and organizations which wish to
respond primarily by donation of food
goods may contact Mickey Carpenter 7533812) or Fred Morton t753-3531) to be
assigned a family.

i

'JAY
Cf:ES

BASKETS FOR NEEDY—The MurrayCalloway County Jaycees have
begun their annual drive to provide
Christmas food baskets for needy
families in Galloway County. Shopping carts are set up in all local
groceries for contributions from the
public. The Jaycees annually
distribute 30 to 35 baskets of food to
needy families. Anyone desiring to
donate to the drive should contact
Ted Delaney, Jr. (in photo) at 7538200.

Staff Photo by Frank Gonzales

Foreign Language
Festival Slated

--iour military services, is oncti
—four such caravans being used during the Bicen-

BiCtSingNIALEtHilkiT: thismore•thatt 850 visuals in a 16-minute program, will be a part of the Air Force
exhibit when the United States Armed Forces Bicentennial Caravan rolls into the
Stewart Stadium parking lot at Murray State University for a two-day exhibition
December 10 and 11. The caravan, made up of one large van from each of the

tennial celebration to carry "The history of the American Armed Forces and
their Contributions to the Nation" to each of the 50 states. The exhibit is free and
will be open from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Dec. 10 and from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m on tiec
11.

The Calloway County School Board
approved a minor change on the new
Central Office Building and discussed
problems with the construction of the
county elementary schools at its regular
meeting last night.
A representative of Greshan, Kerr, John
Keeling and Associates, architects for the
schools, was present at the meeting. Board
members discussed their dissatisfaction
with the quality of work in some instances.
One reported problem was a leaky roof in
one of the schools.
The board approved payment number
five on the central office building which
leaves a balance of $4,500 to be paid subject to the final approval of the State
Department of Education.
Gene Landoll. Insurance was the low
bidder for insurance coverage for all
school buildings in the county system. A
board committee will review the low bid of
$4,928 within the next few days.
The board declared its intent to purchase two new 66pasaeriger school buses
for the 197.6-77-Saiop1 year.. . .
The next meeting of the board was
scheduled for Jan. 5 at the new office
building on College Farm Road. Last
night's meeting was held at North
Elementary School and all board members and school principals were present.

Dr. Bertrand Ball, chairman, has announced that the fourth annual Foreign
Language Festival, sponsored by the
Department of Foreign Languages of
Murray State University, will be held on
the campus on Thursday. December 4.
The Festival, in which four hundred high
school students will participate, is
designed to encourage them in the study of
languages and reward them for their efforts, Dr. Ball said.
The competitions include testing,
translation, talent, cooking, and exhibits
with the latter to be in the ball room of the
Waterfield Student Union Building.
Talent shows will be held in the
University School with the Spanish and
German shows at 10:15 a.m. and French
,.;how at one p m

The Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board will hold a special meeting at 4 p.
m., Wedntsday, Dec., 3, at the. Council
Room of the Murray City Hall.
The purpose of the meeting is to consider
land acquisition in connection with the
expansion program at the MurrayCalloway County Airport, according to Dr
Hugh Oakley, board chairman.
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Mrs. Vanessa Hendon Mott Is
Honored At Teo Held At Church

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

A tea honoring Mrs. Vanessa length cloth and decorated with
Hendon Mott, September bride, a small basket of flowers in fall
was recently held in the all colors of gold, orange, and
FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1975
purpose room of the Seventh brown.
Mrs. Mottchose to wear a soft
and Poplar Church of Christ.
Look in the section in which LIBRA
Hostesses for the occasion jersey jumper of beige with a
your birthday comes and find (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
were Mrs. Ed Maggard, Mrs. printed blouse and brown acwhat your outlook is, according
Tolerance and discretion William Vance, and Miss Karen cessories. Her corsage, a gift
to the stars.
must mark all speech and ac- Hendon.
from the hostesses, was of gold
tion now. Stressing these traits,
table was overlaid carnations with dark brown
tea
The
ahead,
ARMS
you can sail full steam
Italian lace cloth and trim.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) arkt with credits and new prizes as with an
Approximately sixty guests
centered with a lovely basket of
Meet this day with the your reward.
present or sent gifts
foliage.
were
and
flowers
dried
fall
determination to see its new SCORPIO
evening.
possibilities and offers — many (Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) nileV Gold candles in crystal can- during the
to be eagerly grasped. Business
Fine opportunities indicated. dleholders completed the
negotiations highly favored.
Make the best use of your decorations and, cake, nuts,
were served
TAURUS
talents and demonstrate the mints, and punch
( Apr. 21 to May 21) dkiir edge you have in proficiency from crystal and silver appointments.
Stellar aspects encourage and strategy.
Guests registered at a small
your finest effort& This is the SAGITTARIUS
time to go all out and ac- (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 340 oval table draped in a gold floor
complish really big things. But
Jupiter influences encourage
avoid all "get-rich-quick- substantial interests and
The Murray Rose and Garden
schemes.
projects. Bide your time where
Club met at the Holiday Inn on
GEMINI
fast moves could undo the effect
Thursday, November 13, for a
May 72 to June 21) n4
1' of work already started combreakfast meeting.
Fine Mercury influences! mendably. Heed your intuition.
Mary
Hamilton
Mrs.
You should have a happy go of CAPRICRON
Progressive presented the program on the
The
things generally. Especially (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Homemakers Club held its subject, "God's Garden, the
favored; writers, advertising
A bright outlook! Get an
meeting at the Earth." She was introduced by
and promotion experts, com- early, efficient start and November
Salon with the Mrs. J. I. Hosick, program
Figure
United
munications workers generally. maintain a tempo suited to your
Hassell, chairman.
Betty
president,
CANCER
requirements and abilities.
presiding.
The devotion was given by
(June 72 to July M)
Remain calm in discussions.
Norma Paschall gave the Mrs. Stan Hendrickson. Also
Ignore persons who would AQUARIUS
thought for the day. A gift of present were Mrs. F. E.
downgrade your ambitions. Do (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
work as Crawford, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid,
not letthem influence you. Keep
You may be faced with some appreciation for her
plugging toward the achieve- new responsibilities now, but president last year was Mrs. L. J. Hortin, Mrs. Jack
ment of goals you KNOW are don't let them dismay you. New presented to Marilyn Herndon. Kennedy, Mrs. Wells Purdom,
worthwhile.
benefits will accompany them, The lesson on "Powder Puff Sr., and Mrs. C. L SherLEO
will add up to a more interesting Mechanics" was given by the borough.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
guest speaker, Peggy Cannon.
future.
Calculations, estimates and PISCES
Jackie Overton of the salon
reports will need most careful (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
gave a very informative tour of
attention. Take nothing for
You have the ability, but may the salon and the members
granted. Day calls for ex- lack the "nerve" or faith in were invited to try out the
ceptionally good judgment and yourself to move at the right various exercise machines.
foresight.
moment. You MUST be con- Visitors not previously menVIRGO
fident now. Things ARE going tioned were Mary Mott, Betty
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Wtli. your way.
Pitts, and Mrs. Sheppard.
As with Gemini, Mercury
Refreshments were ierved by
Influences are excellent. Use
YOUR BORN TODAY are
them to advance all worthwhile endowed with a brilliant' in- Marie Forrester and Barbara
aims. EmphefiTe your ver- tellect and, properly educated Rose.
The next meeting will be on
satility.
and developed, could become a
11 at Perkins PariDecember
powerful influence in whatever
House.
cake
sphere of life you choose career-a•
wise. You are especially
adapted to literature and could
make an outstanding success as
a novelist, poet, journalist,
publisher or editor. Either
The East Calloway Pep Club
literary or dramatic criticism
would also be a splendid outlet held their first meeting on
for this talent since, besides the Tuesday, November 18, in the
gift of words, you are endowed school cafeteria.
with a keen and penetrating
Officers elected for the school
mind; are highly logical and year, 1975-76, were Mitchell
objective in analyses. Other Moss, president, Gary Emerfields in which you could make son, vice-president, Debbie
an ^eminent name for youtself: Stubblefield, secretary, Lesley
science, the law, music and Herndon, treasurer, Mary
painting. Birthdate of Gilbert Wagoner, reporter, Nathan
Stuart, portrait painter; White and Chuck
McCuiston,
Newton D. Baker, Amer.
sergeant
at
arms.
statesman; Sir Rowland Hill,
The club plans to hold many
author of the penny postal
system; Joseph Lhevinne, fund raising projects and also
world-famous Russ...in pianist. plans to have a banquet for the
ball teams later in the year.

ce

Celesta Peal Bronson Married
To Rob Mayfield Wilson

Tail Iturray
Leave Pi Times

Ci'

In a Thanksgiving afternoon
ceremony, Celesta
Peal
Bronson and Rob Mayfield
Wilson were united in marriage.
The double-ring ceremony was
performed by Rev. Earl
Shoemake at Unity United
Church of Christ, Paducah.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Ida Peal of Grand Rivers
and the late Lee B. Peal of Lyon
County. The groom is the son of
Mrs. Robbeye Wilson of Murray
and the late Bun F. Wilson.
Mrs. Elsie Brock served as
matron of honor. Serving as
best man was Virgil Jones.

Mrs. Hamilton
Gives Program
At Club Meet

aftia

ON ANY

Gift Certificate
MR. AND MRS. BOB HUBBS celebrated their 62nd wedding
anniversary with a Thanksgiving dinner at their home on
Chestnut Street, Murray. Mrs. Hubbs is the former Mary
Helen Hargrove. Their children and families present included Mrs. Ladeen Spann, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gent
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Nance, Mr. and Mrs. Don Norsworthy, and Mr. and Mrs. William Hobbs. They have fourteen grandchildren and fifteen great grandchildren.
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Miss Martha Hendon Honored At
Shower Held At Thompson Home

Give
Bulova
Accutron•
The famous tuning fork
movement keeps every
Accutron watch accurate
to within a minute a month.'
Our selection ranges from
stainless steel to 14K solid
gold; from sporty straps to
jewelry bracelets. See
them all. today. From $85.
His: Vey Hers $105
•We will adjust to this tolerance, if
necessary. Warranty Is for one year

braes
Jewelry
Dowrtiorm Murray

Hendon,
Martha
Miss
December 14th bride-elect of
Danny Roberts, was honored
with a miscellaneous shower on
Sunday, November 16, at two
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Georgia Thompson, Magnolia
Drive.
Hostesses for the prenuptial
event were Mrs. Thompson,
Mrs. Dana Alsup, Mrs. Mary
Steele, Mrs. Debbie Moss, Mrs.
Dewdrop Rowlett, Miss Kathy
Rowlett, Mrs. Cherrissia Cates,
and Miss Melissa Sledd.
The honoree chose to wear a
pink patchwork cordurory suit
and a corsage of white daisies,
gift of the hostesses. Mrs. Perry
Hendon, mother of the honoree,
and Mrs. Clyde Roberts,
mother-in-law to be of the
honoree, had corsag of white
carnations.
Miss Hendon was presented
with a hand mixer as a gift from
the hostesses.
Games were directed by Miss
Melissa Siert('
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Pepsi-Cola in this returnable quart with
reseal cap costs just about the same,
ounce for ounce,as most of the brands
that claim to be bargains.
It's true.rbunce for ounce you spend just about the
same for Pepsi-Cola in this returnable quart as you do
for those brands you thought were bargains. And
when you add in Pepsi-Cola quality, we think you'll
agree that Pepsi is a real bargain. Next time you
shop,compare.

Sertior Citizens
Shopping Days
32 FLOZ.(1 QUART)

A change in transportation
schedule for the Senior Citizens
for shopping in Murray was
started on Monday, December
1, when shopping for persons
living in the county was
provided to Murray and the
.hopping centers.
Senior Citizens in the county
desiring this service on Mondays during the month of
December are asked to call 7530929 before 11:30 a.m. on
Starting
on
Friday,
December 5, transportation for
Senior Citizens living in Murray
will be on Friday morning to the
North and Central Shopping
Center, and to the Bel Air
Shopping Center and downtown
at 12:30 p.m.
Persoterdesiring the morning
shopping are asked to call 7530929 by nine a.m. for transportation, and for the afternoon shopping to call 753-0929
by eleven a.m.
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Sidney Poitier & Kid Dyn-O-Mite
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United Figure Salon

;boping

Refreshments were served at
the table overlaid with a white
cloth and centered with a lovely
arrangement. Silver and
crystal appointments were
used. Punch, cake, nuts, and
mints were served.
Approximately twenty persons were present.

Senior
Citizens

through December 17th

"PEPSI COSA," "PEPSI," AND •'TWIST-AWAY" AA• •CDSTUCD TRADENASKS Or

East Pep`Club
Holds Meeting

For
Christmas.

One bird that nags in trees is
the mourning dove. They like
bare fields where they am look
for waste grain and weed
seeds. They eat grit or coarse
sand, too.

Christmas Special
$10°° OFF

Progressive
Club Meets

se)

Following the ceresnony a
reception was held at Rolling
Hills Country Qub. Serving
were Mrs. lierMie Small and
Mrs. Martha Harrison.
After a wedding trip to
Louisville the couple wlfl reside
at 16 Margaret Court in
Jonquilawn, Paducah.

Pepsi.A real bargain.
RETURN FO8

DEposiT
- ..**NPANNIPIIN-
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'•
$
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BOTTLED RV PADUCAH ROTTING CO,PADUCAH,KV. MOIR APPOINTMENT FROM Pepsi Co.Inc,Purchase, N.Y.
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Deaf Dad's 'I Do'
Breaks Up Ceremony
By Abigail Van Buren
1•211 by CIllesto irlimmee-N V. NonIymd. Sic

DEAR ABBY: You asked if any of your readers had ever
witnessed a wedding at which thiiminister asked, If there
be anyone present who knows any just cause why this
couple shall not lawfully be joined together, let him speak
now or forever hold his peace," and someone actually spoke
up:
Well, I have. It was at my wedding. When the minister
spoke those words, my father, who was terribly nervous and
is slightly hard of hearing, stepped forward and in a clear,
strong voice said, "I DO!"
Poor darling thought the minister had asked,"Who gives
this woman in marriage?"
I knew my father had been rehearsing that "I do" for
weeks, so I quietly said,"Not now, Daddy..." But it was too
late; the church was already rocking with laughter. Sign
me...
BLUSHING BRIDE

INC.
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CALE NDAR

Program.
Week of prayer program with
Baptist Young Women as
leaders will be at Memorial
Baptist Church at 7:30 p.m.

Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong at
home of Mrs. W. J. Pitman and
Dorothy Group at home of Mrs.
Castle Parker at ten a.m., and
Bea Walker with Mrs. Don
Robinson at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, December 5
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and Kroger
will be 9:30 a.m. and to Big K
and downtown at 12:30 p.m. Call
753-0929 for transportation.

Esther Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Allen Rose
at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, December 5
Week of Prayer program will
be at First Baptist Church at
nine a.m.

Program on "Drug Abuse"
will be on Channel 11 TV at six
p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church
week of prayer program will be
at one p.m. with night mission
group as leader.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.

Elm Grove Baptist Women
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Eunice Shekell at 1:30 p.m.

Tuesday, December 2
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Lutheran Church on 15th
and Main Streets, at seven a. m.
until further notice.

Jackson Purchase Historical
Society banquet will be at six
p.m. at the Waterfield Student
Union Ballroom. Tickets are
four dollars each.

Do you have any White Elephants
you want to get rid of?
let

The Curious Shop
sell them for you on consignment!
Christmas Items, Crafts,
Household Items,
Anything of Value
you can carry.
Come in and let us explain.

The Curious Shop
1306 Main Street
Telephone 753-8323

Watch

West Kentucky Hoedown will
be at Thoroughbred Room of the
Waterfield Student Union
Building at 6:30 p.m. A
bluegrass jamboree is free to
the public.

The common crow lives over
most of the United States and
Canada Crows often form
large flocks of several thousand
birds.

Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet at the library at seven
p.m.
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at eight p.m.
Recital by Ken Easley,
Paducah, Tenor, will be at
seven p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, and by Tim Bowling,
Spottsville, trombone, will be at
8:15 p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m, for senior citizens. Table
games will be at one p.m_.
"Velveteen Rabbit," a
Children's Theatre production,
will be presented by the
University Theatre at 9:30a.m.
at Lovett Auditorium, MSU,
with admission, fifty cents.
Elm Grove and Poplar Spring
Baptist Women will meet at
Poplar Spring Church at 1:30
p.m.

and Times
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Bargains
Christmas

for the month of December.
Pack 37 will march or ride in the
Christmas Parade on Saturday,
December 6. Scouts should
assemble at the City Park on
North Tenth Street after 1 p. m.
During the week of December
7 the pack will go caroling for
NEEDLINE. A leaders meeting
will be held on Thursday,
December 11, at the Mitchell
home. On Thursday, December
18, the pack Christmas Party
will be held at Robertson School
beginning at 7 p. m.

Church Dinner Is
Planned By Women
Cumberland
The
Presbyterian Women of the
North Pleasant Grove Church
will have its annual family night
Christmas dinner at the Holiday
Inn on Thursday, December 11,
at six p.m.
Reservations should be made
this week by calling Mts. W
Edd Glover, phone 753-5440.
It has been discovered that
many Indian arrowheads were
made from flint.

ht.

Mis Deborah Faye Cathey
Mrs. Mary B. Cathey and Leon Cathey of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Deborah Faye, to Michael P. McClain, son of Mr. and Mrs. Prentice McClain of Mayfield.
Miss Cathey is a 1975 graduate of Murray State University
where she was a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.
She is currently employed by Jefferson County Public Schools.
Mr. McClain attended Murray State University and was a
member of Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity. He is presently
enrolled in the University of Louisville School of Dentistry.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, December 27, at 7:30
p. m. at the Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. A reception will
follow immediately in the church fellowship hall. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

Grand Opening

Red House
of Crafts
Friday, Dec. 5
at

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Drawiag for

DON

Prize of a Kamm Hanger Valved at
$125.00

"Round Table" Writers' Group
Holds Meet In Perkins' Home

Thursday, December 4
Murray High Band Boosters
Club will meet at the band room
at seven p.m.
•
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the
Ellis Community Center at 7:30
p.m.

Wednesday's

Mtn Ruth., Celeireted Podt
37, Cub Salts At Robertson Mod
Sluts protraying Indian Lore
and a special performance by
scouts of the Order of the Arrow
White Feather Lodge were the
highlights of the November
meeting of Qth Scout Pack 37.
Cubmaster Ron Mitchell
presided at the November 30
meeting at Robertson School.
Mitchell outlined the urgent
financial need of the pack.
Those present voted to donate
two dollars per scout to support
the program.
Dens 1, 3, and 4 presented
skits depicting the life and
times of Indian tribes in the
early days of our country.
Numerous craft items made by
the cubs were displayed during
the evening. Harry Fannin, Tim
Robertson, Kent Eversmeyer,
and John Taylor of Boy Scout
Troop 45 entertained the
gathering with authentic Indian
dancing and tribal lore of Order
of the Arrow.
Mark Waldrop received the
Bobcat award marking his
debut in cub scouting. Den 1
scouts Brad Brelidord, Steve
Beyer, Shane Guthrie, Kurt
Keeslar, and Robert Kondratko
were presented the Bear award.
Several activities are planned

Thursday, December 4
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at nine a.m. at the
church for week of prayer

Tuesday, December 2
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the club house with the
program by the Music
Department.

Wednesday, December 3
The Nature's Palate Garden
DEAR ABBY: Four:girls who work in an insurance office Club will meet at 11:30 a.m. at
House
Colonial
complained that they sometimes ran out of work to do, but the
their boss doesn't permit them to manicure their fingernails, Smorgasbord.
do needlepoint or read magazines. They have to LOOK
Wednesday, December 3
busy.
They asked,"What should we do?" And you, Dear Abby,
Spring Creek Baptist Church
the very paragon of honesty, suggested that if they like Young Women will meet at
their jobs, they should keep "looking" busy.
seven p.m.
That's not like you, Abby, and it's not honest.
You
office.
an
do
to
around
There are always extra things
Mission organizations -of the
should have advised the secretaries to find such work and
Flint
Baptist Church will meet
honestly do it.
at seven p.m. at the church.
Why didn't you?
CLERGYMAN READER
Cherry Corner Baptist
DEAR READER: Because the secretaries insisted that Women, Baptist Young Women,
there was absolutely no work for them to do. But you make and Acteens will meet at the
a good point, which didn't occur to me until several readers church at seven p.m.
suggested that the girls obtain permission to do typing for
charitable organizations.
Women of Oaks Country Club
meet at 9:30 a.m. with
will
DEAR ABBY: While a young couple was visiting us the
other evening, my wife pulled out her breast and nursed our Freda Butterworth as hostess.
6-week-old son in front of our guests. It bothered me, and I
Hazel Senior Citizens will
told her so after they went home.
My wife asked the wife of the other couple if it was okay meet at Hazel Community
for her to nurse the baby in front of her husband, but she Center at one p.m. Call Annette
didn't ask if it was okay with me. If she had, I would have Burnham at 436-5364 for intold her it wasn't okay and she should seek the privacy of formation.
the bedroom.
My wife thinks I am ridiculous and old-fashioned. What
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
do you think?
meet at Salem Baptist
will
EMBARRASSED
Church at 1:30 p.m. with
DEAR EMBARRASSED: Your wife should have asked proms by Bonnie Davenport
of the Dairy Council and an
you and respected your wishes.
Aries paint party. Call Jan
DEAR ABBY: Thanks for your column on fire Maddox, 753-8193, for inprevention. A friend told me that when she had a fire, she formation.
was in such a panic when she called the fire department that
she couldn't remember her OWN address. Now she keeps
Thursday, December 4
the number of the fire department and her own address near
Rings
and
"Wreaths,
every phone It is also vital for babysitters.
Christmas Things" will be the
PALOS VERDES READER topic of the workshop at the
meeting of the Garden Dept. of
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069. the Murray Woman's Club at 10
a. m. Members should bring the
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
necessary materials and a sack
lunch. The business meeting
will begin at 1:30 p. m.

The Curious Shop

s
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By Lochle Hart
King Arthur might have been
at home and mistaken the
writers gathered around the
round table in Tom Perkins'
home Tuesday night, Nov. 25,
for his own knights. The table
was not marble-topped and like
the one that hangs in a castle in
Winchester, England, but
gathered around it were eleven
persons interested in the topics
of the occasion.
These people answered the
invitation given by Mr. Perkins
through this paper, inviting
anyone interested in creative
writing to his home for an
organizational meeting of local
persons.
I felt like a stranger in my
own town. Being the last to
arrive, I entered to find a group
of people whom I had never
seen with the exception of Mr.
Perkins. We had become
friends in the Jesse Stuart
Creative Writers' Workshops
here in Murray State University.
We all introduced ourselves
and told where we lived and
what we did and, with the exception of six who had moved
here from out of state, we
discovered we had heard of
each other and had mutual
friends, kin, and ties.
Home folk were unanimous in
wanting to know why the five
newcomers chose Murray and
this area for their home. We
explained that we had lived
here all our lives and were so
used to this climate and
everything here, that they were
common place. We wondered
what we had here that attracted
others to chose this as their
home.
There were four who had
heard about the good school
systems and Murray State
University and chose to live
here to send their children here
or go to college.
When the statement was
made, "We feel like the
local residents resent our being
here," there was open llenial of
the charge and assured The new
residents they are most
welcome. :::)Ve expressed our
feeling that we have benefitted
from their being here - They
have brought with them new

ideas, talent, and cooperation.
We cited the "New Comers
Club" that has as its objective
the mixing of the old and the
new.
Those who are not native and
present at the meeting were:
Mr. and Mrs. J. Richard
Duncan, who live near the lake.
professional
a
is
He
photographer and came here to
go to the university to study
publishing. His wife, Dorothy is
a retired nurse and a writer.
She read a humorous poem on
the "Liberated Woman".
Mr. Perkins came here as a
Baptist minister and held
pastorates in the county. He has
a masters degree in journalism
and communications in addition
to his Bible education. He has
poetry and prose published;
taught English and creative
writing in the Mayfield Baptist
College and has organized three
writers clubs. Winning top
awards in state and national
contests is common for him
He is an automobile salesman,
too.
Mrs. Albert B. Smith (Kay)
married a New Concord native
and they came from Chicago to
partially retire here. They are
in the sales promotion business
and she is a writer and
secretary. She read a Bicentennial poem she wrote.
Peter Lund and his family
came to Murray State where he
taught English seven years and
was a victim of the tenure
changes. His wife is a writer
and recently sold an article to
the Parent's Magazine. She is a
student in the University.
Tom Powell is minister of the
Spring Creek Baptist Church
and works for The Farm
Journal and the Future Farmers of America.
Mrs. Hugh Gould Wenniel
came here for the schools. They
have twin daughters. Cindy and
Becky, who are varsity
cheerleaders in Murray High
School. He owns and operates
the Gould Oil Co. on the Hazel
Highway.
Local folks present were:
Joann Woods, Verlene Ezell,
Marilyn Carmichael, Hazel
Jones and Lockie Hart.
The group will meet on the
fourth Tuesday monthly in Mr.

se
,

Perkins home, 1501 Belmont St.
He invites anyone who enjoys
writing to join in the Murray
group or with the Mayfield
group that meets each second
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. and the
Princeton club on the third
Tuesday.
By accepting Tom's invitation
I have acquired nine new
friends, all interested in
associating with others interested in the writing craft.

-s
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Band Boosters To
Meet On Thursday

Nevada Hodge-Nov. 1
Luther Swift-Nov.3
BW Shelton-Nov. 30
Claude Smith-Dec. 3
Porter Charlton-Dec.6
Maude Bucy-Dec. 18

The Murray High School
Band Boosters Club will meet
Thursday, December 4, at
seven p.m. in the band room of
the school.
A film from the contest at
Murfreesboro, Tenn., will be
shown.

tiOSPIIALNEWS
November 27, 1975
ADULTS 106
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Boy Stewart (Sarah S.
mother), 701 Hopkinsville,
Princeton.
DISMISSALS
Anthony Webb, Rt. 5, Murray,
J. T. Adams, Rt. 1, Hazel, Miss
Stacey Woods, 1626 Catalina
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Genella F.
Nesbitt, Rt. 4, Murray, Miss
Arlene F. Branham, Rt. 6-Bx
350, Paris, Tn., Miss Meloni E.
Simpson, 111 S. 10th., Murray,
Mrs. Mary E. Scott, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Genella H.
Nesbitt, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Ruth
E. Hill and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Dexter, B. Grogan Roberts, 304
N. 8th., Murray, Mrs. Julia
Inman, Rt. 5, Benton, Eucley L.
Cohoon, 1800 College Fm. Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Grace L. Curd,
Bx 6, Dexter.

Spray One Way
Weathering of cedar without
any finish often is unesen and
may go through an interim
unsightly period. An easy way
to even out the process is with
occasional spraying with a garden hose on sunny days.
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GAZETTE TERRACE

Published at
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray,Ky.

Edited By: Mary Donovan

Happy Birthday to the Following

We wish to Welcome: Carrie McNabb, Richard Taylor
and Carl Ray.

Activities Scheduled
for December
Dec. 1
Dec. 2
Dec. 4

Dec.6
Dec. 7
Dec.8
Dec.9
Dec. 10
Dec. 11
Dec. 14
Dec. 15
Dec. 16
Dec. 17
Dec.18
Dec. 21
Dec. 22
Dec. 23
Dec. 24
Dec. 28
Dec. 29
Dec. 30
Dec. 31

Baptist Student Union
Grace Baptist Church
Coy and Edwin Garrett
University Church of Christ
Birthday Party
Murray Christian Fellowship
New Mt. Cannel Women's Group
Union Grove Church of Christ
Gene Jones
Rev. Courtney
Baptist Student Union
Grace Baptist Church
Coy and Edwin Garrett
New Mount Carmel Women
Murray Christian Fellowship
Memorial Baptist Church
Murray Christian Fellowship
Baptist Student Union
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Coy and Edwin Garrett
New Mt. Cannel Women
Murray Christian Fellowship
Poplar St. Church of Christ Party
Gene Jones
Rev. Bill Hart
Baptist Student Union
Grace Baptist Church
Resident Christmas Party
Coy and Edwin Garrett
Memorial Baptist Church
Calvary Temple
Baptist Student Union
Grace Baptist Church
Coy and Edwin Garrett

4:00p.m.
2:00p.m.
6:15p.m.
10:00a.m.
3:30p.m.
2:00p.m.
2:30p.m.
9:30a.m.
2:30p.m.
4:00p.m.
2:00p.m.
6:15p.m.
2:00p.m.
3:30p.m.
9:30a.m.
3:00 p.m.
4:00p.m.
1:30p.m.
6:15p.m.
2:00p.m.
3:30p.m.
5:00p.m.
9:30 a.m.
2:30p.m.
4:00p.m.
2:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
6:15p.m.
9:45a.m.
2:30p.m.
4:00p.m.
2:00p.m.
6:15p.m.

If your group, club or church would be interested in
helping to entertain the residents of Fern Terrace lodge
call 753-7109. The residents do appreciate being remembered.

Downtown
TRY * MURRAY FIRST!
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Garrott's Galley

Part Of
The Puzzle
How is the nation progressing in
its efforts to boost recycling of
resources, in the face of the
energy crunch?
The sad fact is that Americans
haven't even begun to tap the
potential savings from recycling.
Enough trash to fill the Panama
Canal four times over every
year-40 billion pounds—is
produced by U. S. citizens annually. Less than one per cent of it
is now reclaimed.
As an example of what might be
saved, according to the U. S.
Bureau of Mines, the half-million
tons of fly ash produced from bur-

fling refuse every year could yield
150,000 pounds of reclaimed silver
alone. .
And besides retrieving valuable
metals, shredded burnable refuse
could reclaim one quadrillion
thermal units of energy every
year—or about one third of the
energy expected from the Alaska
oil pipeline.
Any national energy policy
which emerges that overlooks the
potential benefits from energy
conservation and recycling is simply missing a major piece in the
puzzle
-Atlanta (Ga.) Journal

'All It Takes
Is Cooperation'
The reaction of a bureaucracy
is a continuing wonderment.
U. S. Customs Service has been
plagued with a sharp increase in
air smuggling of narcotics and
other contraband along the
Mexican border. (Their press
release termed it a "soaring" increase—nothing like a little
humor to show that they're just
folks like us.)
After what we imagine was a
very expensive government

study, the solution to the problem
has been announced.
Effective Sept. 8, noncommercial pilots must report to
customs or the Federal Aviation
Administration at least 15
minutes prior to entering the U.S.
air space.
And that should eliminate the
problem. Unless, of course, the
smugglers should decide not to
cooperate.
-Lufkin (Tex.) News
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Austin Peay Takes The Title
With Its New President, 33
By M. C. Garrott
Since Sept. 15, 1973, Murray State has
had the distinction of having in Dr. Constantine W. Curris the youngest president
imthe Ohio Valley Conference, but come
Jan. 12 this torch will pass to Austin Peay
State University at Clarksville.
Just the other day, the Austin Peay
regents named Dr. Robert O. Riggs,the 33year-old dean of the school of education at
Madison College, Harrisonburg, Va., as
the fifth president of the university.
He will succeed Dr. Joe Morgan, who
will retire after 13 years as Austin Peay's
chief executive. Dr. Morgan, a graduate of
Murray State, was named a Distinguished
Alumnus by the MSU Alumni Association
last spring.
Dr. Riggs received his B.A. in physics
from Vanderbilt University in 1964. After
earning his M. Ed. in Education Administration from Memphis State in 1968,
he received his doctorate in the same area
from the same institution in 1970.
He and his wife, the former Judith
Mathis, are both native Tennesseans, and
they have two children, ages five and two.
+++++
The girl I married has a great sense of
humor.
The other day at breakfast as I plopped
the Courier-Journal down in front of my
bowl of Life and Capt'n Crunch cereal mix,
I read aloud to her a glaring headline on
Page I: "UK to Investigate Its Football
Program."
Barely looking up from her bowl of
figure-building Grape Nuts she muttered:
-What football program?"
++++
We have a custom in the Rotary Club of
recognizing all of the members who have
had birthdays during the week immediately preceeding the meeting. Then
at the Thursday luncheons the seven other
fellows at an honoree's table are called
upon to stand up and sing "Happy Birthday" to him while he contributes a dollar
to the treasurer.
A week'or so ago, it came Dick Farrell's
time to be recognized. It so happened that
only five other Rotarians were at his table
that day — L. J. Horton, Ronald Churchill,
Mancil-Vinson, James Fisher and Howard
Titsworth.
They stood up and sang—if you want to
call it that—but it was so sorry the boos
drowned out their finish. After they had
taken their seats, a motion was made and
passed that Dick be given his dollar back.
+++++
We have a lot of fun at Rotary. It was
only a few minutes later that President Ed
Chrisman asked for a voice vote on an
amendment to the by-laws under which the
club could add another member to its
board of directors.
"All in favor please say 'aye' loudly,"
Ed declared.
In unison, the 75 or so members present
responded:
"Aye, loudly!"
+++++
Ronald Churchill and H. T. Waldrop
were honored at the same meeting for
their 50 years of Rotary membership, both
having joined the club in 1924. In addition
to copies of a club resolution commemorating the anniversary, each was
presented with an engraved revere bowl.
As they were unwrapping the gifts
before the club, Ronald looked up and
remarked:
"I'm sure you all realize that T. is a little
older than I am."
To which,T.snapped as quick as a flash:
"Damn little!"
++++
In his response, Ronald recalled that he

Let's Stay Well

Home Fire Hazards
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
Exposure to fire is always potentially dangerous, but the
hazards are greater during the
winter season when heating our
homes is essential.
A nationwide survey conducted last year by the Bureau
of the Census estimated that
there were 5.6 million household
and household property fire incidents in a one-year period, involving 169,000 injuries. Twothirds of the fire incidents were
appliance-associated, involving
stoves, ovens, ranges, televisions
(196,000 incidents), toasters and
clothes dryers.
Grease and foods were commonly ignited, as well as dishtowels, pot holders and curtains.
Saver,e injuries frequently
resutt from ignition of clothing.
In 1974, approximately 2,300 persons required hospital emergency treatment for burrts sustained
when their clothing caught fire.

"Low Down"

Children and the elderly were to other persons under certain
the primary victims of clothing conditions. I have no desire to
ignition deaths and injuries, alarm you unduly, but you
Matches and lighters were the should assume that you are
major sources of ignition. _____.sesiously ill until you are told
Federal law now requires the otherwise by a competent physimanufacture of flame-resistant clan.
sleepwear for children up to size
Q: Mrs. A.N. writes that during
14. Flame-resistant sleepwear
and day apparel for adults have a recent check-up, her physician
been instituted by some indicated that she has a small
fibroid tumor. He advised her to
manufacturers and retailers.
have it checked again in three
A relationship exists between months. She wonders if such
the consumption of alcoholic tumors become cancerous.
beverages and fire incidents.
A. Your physician has given
Also, many people fall asleep
while smoking and drop you good advice. You did not
cigarettes on their furniture.
mention your age, but about 20
Aerosols, like oven cleaners per cent of middle-aged women
and hair sprays, can came fires (35 years old) have fibroids.
and explosions when exposed to Many of these grow
slowly„ and
heat or flame sources
they‘ceaie growing and usually
Care is e.s.sential in the use and
storage of gasoline and other become smaller during
flaiiimable liquids, particularly menopause. Fibroid turaors
in unventilated areas or near rarely become malignant

almost joined the club in 1924 the year it
was founded.
"I discussed the matter with my
father," he said. "I told him that if he
would pay the dues, I would pay for the
meals and join the club. He replied, 'If I've
got to do that, I might as well join myself,'
which he did. He was a member for about a
year, and I joined in 1925 when he dropped
out."
Ronald and T. in their 50 years of
membership have attended something like
2,500 Rotary meetings and that's a lot of
peas and potatoes!

10 Years Ago
James E. Garrison, president of Ryan
Milk Company, was named as "Man of the
Year" at the Murray Chamber of Commerce annual dinner. Making the
presentation was Holmes Ellis, last year's
winner of the honor.
Mrs. Oscar (Donnie) Robinson, age 84,
died November 30.
First Lt. James Rains was one of six
officers recognized at special ceremonies
held at the Air Station Officers Club in
Germany. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Rains of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Chrles C. Miller and
children, Anne and Steve, of Chattanooga,
Tenn., 'Ave the holiday guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Greg Miller and Mr.
and Mrs. Isaac L. Clanton.
Pork chops are advertised at 79 cents
per pound in the ad for Liberty Super
Market this week.

FROM

By JOE CRUMP

(d.

Column for Readers Who Haven't Tinto to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)

BILL MAKES SEAT
BELT USE MANDATORY
REP. JAMES It SCHEUBER (N.Y.)
"...I am introducing today a bill (H.R.
20515) to require the States, under peanity
of a 10 per cent reduction in Federal-aid
highway funds, to enact legislation making
the use of safety belts mandatory for all
citizens at all times subject to certain
State-determined exceptions for reasons of
physical or mental infirmity, occuption, or
body size. Traffic citations, which would
carry fines of between $10 and $25, would
be issued for violations of such laws...
"At a time when we are spending $120
billion annually, or more than 8 per cent of
our total GNP, on health care, at a time
when we are moving toward funding a
program of national health insurance
which will give further impetus to these
soaring costs, the Congress and the
American taxpayer should be particularly
conscious of—andamantly opposed to-vast needless and clearly avoidable expenditures on claims for health care, lost
work or death. No taxpayer should be
forced to bear the costs of anothers gross
negligence.
"Furthermore, these expenditures do
not even take into account the diversion of
such valuable, and limited resources as
police, ambulance and medical services

New Agency
For Pensions
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
-et+.
Education and We/fare

If the company you work for has
established pension or profit-sharing
programs for your retirement, a new
Federal Government corporation has been
set up to protect you if the fund goes broke.
The new agency, which was mandated
under the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 is Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corp. (PBGC).
PBGC insures the pensions of approximately 23 million workers by
guaranteeing certain normal retirement
age benefits, early retirement benefits,
disability according to guidelines it has
established.
Here's how PBGC works:
When you fight with your wife it may be
—To be covered by "plan termination
that the color of your bedroom walls is to insurance," employers whose pension
blame. Psychologists think that the wrong plans come under PBGC premiums for
color can irritate man to the point of each participant in the plan. Presently,
wanting to give his wife a sock in the jaw, premium rates are $1 for each participant
and annoy a woman enough to make her a year if the employer has an
individual
want to kick him in the pants. Change the plan and 50 cents if the employer is
parcolor, they say, and it's kiss and make up" ticipating in a multi-employer union
I
all night long.
sponsored) plan.
—If the plan goes bankrupt or does not

Isn't It The Truth

Bible Thought
So

teach us to number our days,
that we apply our hearts unto
wisdom. Psalm 90:12.

have enough assets to pay benefits, PBGC
will pay the benefits to "vested" participants. "Vesting" occurs under a
pension plan on the day when the participant is given irrevocable right to a
future pension even If he leaves his job
before retirement age.
—PBGC, however, only guarantees
benefits up to a maximum limit.
Generally, for plans that have been in
effect for 5 years when they terminate,
PBGC will pay benefits up to $750 per
person per month. If the plan was in effect
less than 5 years, the amount PBGC pays
is less.
—In addition to insuring pension
benefits, PBGC can also order the appointment of a trustee for a plan that
appears to be financially unsound. After a
trustee has been appointed, the plan can
either be liquidated and the assets
distributed to the participants, or it can
continue in existence under the administration of the trustee.
PBGC will also assist consumers who
are interested in establishing individual
retirement accounts (IRAs) and other
individual plans, or consUmers who have
questions about their pension program. If
you need this help, contact the Office of
Communications, Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corp., P. 0. Box 7119,
Washington, D. C. 20004.

Today In History
B1

Iii..

14,111 Mil,/ PIP,.

Today is Tuesday, Dec. 2, the 336th day
Make each day count. If each
of 1975. There are 29 days left in the year.
day is filled with goodness, and
Today's highlight in history:
enriching labor, we can thereby
On this date in 1942, a nuclear chain
glorify God.
reaction was demonstrated for the first
time by scientists working on a secret
project at the University of Chicago.
On this date:
In 1804, Napoleon Bonaparte crowned
himself Emperor of France.
In 1805, the armies of Napoleon were vicFederal Level
torious in the Battle of Austerlitz in what is
U.S. se.. Welter "DID,” Nedellsistee ID)
now Czechoslovakia.
1317 Dirks.. %Whig
In 1823, President James Monroe
Wesidispoo, D. C. 20510
BLASIN(;AME
outlined the Monroe Doctrine against
U. S. Sea. gimlet! N. NH (D)
European expansion in the Western Hemi4121 Wiese
sphere.
sources of fire, including pilot
Wesbingfess, D. C. 20510
In 1956, Fidel Castro and a band of
lights.
followers
landed in Cuba to try to overU.S.
he.
Carrel
Naberd,
k.
(D)
Smoke detection devices
423 Came Meese Office %Odin
throw the Batista government.
placed in a hall or outside
Weeliorisa, D. C. 20515
In 1960, the head of the Anglican Church,
bedroom doors can provide
All U S Senators and Representatives
the Archbishop of Canterbury, broke churwarning signals to enable permay be reached by telephone by dialing
ch precedent by visiting Pope John the
sons to escapea household fire.
202 224-3121 where a U S Capitol
23rd at the Vatican.
Smoke detectors can be helpful
operator will connect you with the ofIn 1969, Fifty-four persons died in a flash
in preventing large la/
1
4-ses of life
ficial of your choice
fire
in a home for the aged in Notre Dame
and property, as well as sufferState Level
ing and disability.
du Lac,Quebec.
Slut, See. Scherti Weisesuberspisr(
Ten years ago: The U.S. Aircraft
Me% Capitol asa
Q: Mr. W.S. indicates that he
Carrier Enterprise launched air strikes
frenkfert, By. 40601,
had had a poor appetite, some
over Vietnam, becoming the first nuclearSr
weight lass, and "some yellow
powered ship ever to enter combat.
IMO* 7, Illayffoid, By. 42066
jaundice." He wonders if his
Five years ago: NATO defense
trouble could be infectious to
Nate he. Kenneth C ISe(0)
ministers, meeting in Brussels, adopted
Stets Cepliel leilding
other persons.
plans to bolster military forces during the
fraukfori, By. 40601
1970's,
in view of a buildup of Communist
A: I advise you to see a physiSr
Bloc strength.
2015. 30151., Noway, By. 42071
cian promptly to determine the
One year ago: The Japanese Parliament.
exact cause of your jaundice. It
Uetal C. OW(0) .
named Takeo Mild to succeed
-could-be doe ttr intlamnrat141-eir %do Capital
Deldino
Mete
cumbent premier, Kakuei Tanaka
your liver )hepatitis) or to
Fronted By. owl
Today's birthdays: Actress Julie Harris
obstruction to your bale ducts.
Sr
Is
50
years old. Actress Maggie Smith is 41.
Hepatitis is a common came of
42004
115.
Wise&
By
P. O. as.
Thought for today. No amount of planjaundice and may he infectious

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

from other areas in which prevention—of
crime, for example, or of serious illness—
is far more difficult and far more costly...
"The President was not wearing his
safety belt on October 15 of this year when
his limousine was struck by another car in
Hartford, Conn. The Secret Service has
enough difficulty protecting Mr. Ford
already; surely Mr. Ford has an obligation
to the Nation to protect his own life as
much as possible...
"Apparently, the only solution is
mandatory usage legislation...
"II other safety mechanisms can be
developed in a cost-effective manner. I
will be the first to have them installed in
my car. But in the meantime,we cannot sit
back in the drivers seat and hope that this
problem will disappear..."
+++++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
The Hon. Rep. Scheuer, whose office is
in Room 2348, Rayburn House Office
Building, Washington, D. C. 20515, must be
caught up with his work. His bill would add
just another law to be ignored and add to
the burden of law enforcement officers
who at present find it difficult to enforce
the 55-mile an hour Federal speed law.
Meanwhile, Car owners, nationwide, are
fed up with directives from Washington.
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Dear Consumer

20 Years Ago
• Announcement was made in yesterday's
Ledger & Times that a survey will begin
immediately in Murray by Carl L. Sutton
to determine how many people wish to
take advantage of a community
mausoleum which will be built in the
Murray Cemetery.
Bobby Garrison presented the program
at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
Carl Walker of Murray State College has
been given honorable mention on 4-he
Associated Press Little All-American
team for 1955.
Births reported include a boy, Jim
Harmon, to Dr. and Mrs. A. G. Wilson on
November 29, a girl, Nanetta Sae, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Wilson Harrison on
November 19, and a boy, Rave, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hornsby on November 15.
The Murray Training School Orchestra
will present a concert on December 6.

THE

Congressional
Record

EC1

ning ahead will ever take the place of
dumb luck — The Wall Street Journal.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, early in the American
Revolution, the Continental Congress ordered ships to sail to the Chesapeake Bay
and capture or destroy all British vessels.

Funny
Funny World
L. A. Visitors Bureau turned down a
poster by an artist who is a bit squeamish
about earthquakes: COME SEE L. A.
BEFORE IT COMES TO SEE YOU.
Graffiti in Edinburgh, Scotland: High on
a wall is an announcement, "Smoking
stops you from growing." Underneath, 2
feet from the ground was penciled, "Now,
you tell me."
In an accountant's office in Aberdeen,
Washington. NEVER PUT OFF UNTIL
TOMORROW WHAT YOU CAN PUT OFF
INDEFINITELY.
Notice outside a Glasgow tailor shop:
"DON'T STAND OUTSIDE AND FAINT
AT OUR LOW PRICES, COME IN AND
HAVE A FIT."
In a pub in Stow on the Wold, England:
"Please do not insult our barmaids by
tipping them." But each table had a little
tin can with a slit on the top and these
worda ‘-if -you must tomb..."
Bumper sticker on a car in Boise, Idaho:
The Majority is Not Silent, The Government is Deaf.

Gift wr
In Pact

0110

EC

A merle,
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Court Nomination Faces
Only Question Of When

Economic Issues Predominant
Arum Kentuckians, Survey Says
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— Pocket book issues seem to
predominate among Kentuckians, according to an opinion
poll sponsored by the University of Kentucky.
The survey released to lawmakers Monday at a pre-legislative conference indicates that
employment,economic development and housing rank high on
the problem list among the
electorate.
The sample was drawn by
questionnaires sent to 3,500
Kentuckians, representing the
adult population.
A related survey sponsored
by the University of Louisville
also was released.
Based on telephone conversations with nearly 1,400 persons,
that poll indicated that citizens
strongly support legislation to
improve and monitor education
in the state.
At first, there seemed to be a
paradox, because the UK study
showed education was 10th on
the list of what citizens regarded as the most important
problems.
But the surveys complement
rather than contradict each other.
The UK version tried to identify areas of concern. The U of
L sample asked opinions on
four specific topics.
Thus, though education was

comparatively far down on the
UK list in crisis importance,
those who were concerned with
it on the U of L list wanted considerable improvements, even
If more taxes were necessary.
How this will help the 1976
General Assembly appeared uncertain, but since no opinion
poll has been done previously
on a mass scale, there was no
yardstick for comparison.
The UK poll indicated that
government-citizen relations is
viewed as the most important
community problem in the
state.
The U of L poll, which was
more concentrated, showed
among other things:
—Kentuckians take a hard
line on parole, wanting longer
prison terms for serious offenders. Yet, those asked seemed to
seek criminal reform, rather
than merely punishment.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nomination of John Paul Stevens to the Supreme Court appears to face only the question
of when rather than whether
the Senate will confirm him,
according to preliminary indications.

decided by national or state
referendum, since legislation is
often tardy, promoted by special interest groups, or so weak
as to be ineffective," one citizen wrote.
The UK survey team found
that many older persons, instead of answering the questionnaire, would write long letters describing their personal
Plights.
"The population feels that it
cannot get a handle on a government that has lost touch
with it," the UK staff commented in its report.

President Ford's selection
has met with generally favorable reaction in the legal community and in Congress, where
so far there have been no signs
of serious opposition to the
nomination.
The Senate Judiciary Committee is to begin hearings Dec.
8 on Stevens, who is Ford's
first nominee to the high court,
Chairman James 0. Eastland,
D-Miss., said Monday.

It said that people believe the
lack of jobs is the single most
serious problem facing their
communities.

NEW ICING REVIEWS TROOPS--IGngluan Carlos 1 of Spain salutes as he reviews troops upon
The UK survey was financed
his arrival at Los ieronimos church in downtown Madrid for the Thanksgiving mass marking his
by the school. The U of L
Thousands of people lined the streets of Madrid to cheer the new
sample was funded by the Leg- ascension to the throne.
king.
(se wirepholo)
Commission.
—They favor equality before islative Research
the law for both sexes, but are
not convinced that the Equal
Rights Amendment would secure that equality. The KenWASHINGTON(AP) — Pres- of the next three years. The although conservative oppsition ting that many votes.
tucky legislature ratified the
ERA several years ago, and a ident Ford's $2.3-billion Plan for loans would be repayable each still is expected.
Beame, in Miami Beach,
strong attempt will be made in federal aid to New York City is year at interest rates up to 1
And there was still the threat Fla., Monday for the annual
the next session to rescind that taking a short-cut through Con- per cent higher than the federal in the Senate of a filibuster meeting of the National League
gress, and backers of the pro- government pays to borrow from Sen. James B. Allen, D- of Cities, said he thinks New
ratification.
—Kentuckians generally fa- posal say they expect it to win money.
Ala., who told his constituents York can avert default if ConThe Ford plan requires New in a weekend speech that gress acts quickly on the Ford
vor collective bargaining for approval.
New York Mayor Abraham York to revamp its fiscal sys- Ford's measure would "reward plan.
public employes. This was
something of a surprise, for Beame is scheduled to meet tem and keep its financial af- bad management."
Beame said Ford's turnCutting off a filibuster would around on New York aid "had
legislators have been saying in with congressional leaders to- fairs under tight control.
The measure the Ford plan require the votes of 60 senators. a tinge of politics to it." He
past months that there is a day as the House begins considstrong grassroots opposition to eration of the plan Ford offered replaces had already won ap- Acting Democratic Leader Rob- adding that "politically, his
proval from the House Banking ert C. Byrd, D-W.Va., said he first actions in denying us aid
collective bargaining. A special to help the city avoid default.
Congress returned from its Committee and would have did not see any problem in get- undoubtedy had hurt him very
legislative committee weeks
ago decided that no bargaining Thanksgiving recess on Monday called for the federal governbadly. As for this action, it's
law was needed in the 1976 ses- and began plans for dealing ment to guarantee repayment
hard to say immediately how it
with the proposal. House lead- of private loans to /iew York.
sion.
will affect him."
ers immediately agreed to Ford's opposition had given
In the UK study, employment scrap the aid bill already under that plan little chance of sucand economic development consideration and to substitute cess.
ranked second in the minds of the Ford plan as an amendThe Ford measure was in- Federal State Markel News Service
WATCH OUT!
the electorate, with public safe- ment, which means the meas- troduced in the Senate by Re- December 2, 1975
About 7,500 Americans die
1Centucky Purchase Area Hog Market
ty third and housing fourth.
every year from oral cancer,
ure does not have to travel publicans John Tower of Texas Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
All together, the UK question- through committee to reach the and Jacob Javits of New York. Receipts: Act 547 Est 400 Barrows & Gilts often because many of these
lower
100-1.50
.75-1.00 lower Sows
naire touched on eleven prob- floor.
$50.25-50.75
cases are not discovered
Javits called Ford's plan "the US 1-2 200-730[be
$49 75-50.25
US 1-3900-240 Ms
lems.
early enough for complete
The President announced last very minimum" to assure New 0.90
$49.00-49.75
2-4 240-2610[be
cure,
says Dr. Sol Silverman
1,48.00-49.00
lbs.
survival.
260-230
York's
fiscal
3-4
changed
his
US
week
that
he
had
More than three-fourths of
Jr., professor and chairman
House Majority Whip John J. Sows
those responding said not staunch opposition to any aid
.50-37.50
$36
lbs.
270-350
US 1-2
$33.50,27.50 of oral biology at the Univerenough people are taking part for New York. He outlined a McFall, D-Calif., said the Ford US 1-3 300-450 lbs
$37.50-38.50 few 39.00 sity of California, San Fran450650 lbs.
13
US
now
pass
easily
measure
should
proposal that would offer federin community decisions.
$35.50.36.50
.
US 2-3 300-500
cisco.
"I wish more issues could be al loans to the city during each that the President is behind it, Boars 31.00-33.00

Backers Of NYC Proposal Expect Approval

Stevens, a member of the 7th
Circuit Court of Appeals sitting:
in Chicago, met Monday with
Eastland and ranking minority
committee member Sen. Roman L. Hruska, R-Neh., as part
of the traditional courtesy call
on senators. Stevens was accompanied by White House
counsel Philip Etuchen and
presidential aide John 0
Marsh Jr.
After a lengthy conversation,
Eastland emerged to say Stevens seemed "very pleasant
and capable."
Eastland said that if the committee's hearings are to be
completed before Congress
leaves for Christmas recess
there will have to be practically no opposition.

With Purchase of
$69.00 or more

Comet Cookware
Set -7 Piece
Set includes: 1 and 2 qt. covered saucepans,
9" fry pan,and a 4 qt. covered saucepot.

Now Until

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Gift wrapped,
In Packs and Boxes

KING
EDWARD
GIVE

America's Largest Selling Cigar

Christmas

Without Purchase
You can Buy This Set
For $995 $20.00 Voles

Murray Furniture
Mart

Court Square

7144876
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Linda Adams won $200 at the first drawing of
the Southside Merchants First Give-away during
the Southside Savings Spectacular. The winning
ticket came from Pic '14 Pay. Left to right is Eva
Jones, Pic'n Pay Mgr., Linda Adams and Billy
Brandon, chairman of the Southside promotion.
A winning ticket for $200 will be drawn next
week-end at 6:00 p.m. in the Southside Manor.

See Wednesday's Murray Ledger
and Times for Great Holiday Values!
FREE PARKING
MOST STORES
OPEN SUNDAYS
Participating merchants include The
Independent Southside Merchants,
The Southside Shopping Center,
Merchants, The Southside
Manor Merchants,
The Bel-Air Merchants
and the Uncle Jeff's
Center Merchant..

REGISTER AT THESE PARTICIPATING STORES FOR $200
TO BE GIVEN AWAY EACH WEEK TIL CHRISTMAS
King's Den
Russell Dowdy Uncle Jeffs
Peoples Bonk
Murray Amoco
Cohoon's Wishy Washy
Murray Datsun Inc.
Carroll Tire Service
Step Ladder
Triangle Inn
Murray Sewing Center
--Jim's Shoe Outlet-- -

Brownfield's
Bank of Murray
The Clothes Closet
Johnson's Grocery
Hatcher Auto Sales Inc.
The Place-Lad and Lassie
Dunn TV and Appliances'
The Shoe Tree
Holiday Inn of Murray
L S Oil
--iav-rite Drugs

Minnen's of Murray
Michelson Jewelers
Murray Glass Co.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Big K
Storey's Food Giant Supermarket
Jerry's Restaurant
Long John's Restaurant
Goodyear Stores
Pic-N-Pay
Bel-Air Shopping Center

•
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Ho-Hum Racers Get
Non-Eventful Win

you can get some peace and
greatest players to ever wear a points, you could have probably
By MERE BRANDON
quiet again Wednesday when
to
willing
of
people
lot
a
found
uniform.
Ledger & Times Sports Editor Racer
Murray State hosts Tennessee
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television and asks "Have you
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excitement
some
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something better.
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FASTIREAK —One of the few festbreeks the Rimers successfully
2-6 5-7 5 3 9
protecting her nest. And as a club," Overton added.
MAYI
scores.
25-61 25-34 Si 22 75
'Nab
executed came here as Grover Woolard of the Racers
Zach Blasingame had one of
"It sure wasn't the most result, the Racers were able to
33 42--75
Murray
Woolard, in foul trouble for much of the game, hod RIM points.
54
-SO
exciting game I've ever seen," increase the final margin to 15 his better games as he led the Fort Lewis
scoring with 17 points while
said Murray State coach Fred points.
In the closing minutes, Smith Grover Woolard, in foul trouble
Overton.
the
game,
in
left
With 12:32
drove out of the four-corner for much of the game, had -nine.
the announcer broke in and a layup and had eight of eight Williams finished with 14, Vic
Jordan six and Jeff Hughes
startled everyone from the free throws.
doldrums of boredom by in"That's one thing I was really eight to round out the scoring
By The Associated Press get its legendary running game forming the fans 6-7 senior pleased with. The ability to set for the starters.
Earner Calhoun Mays came
Nine months ago, Kentucky's in gear. That allowed North- forward Jesse Williams needed up the four-corner offense with
By The Associated Press
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — that several splinter groups ran A&M.
The rest of the offensive line
Nine past and present Univer- around together.
The Selmon brothers are consists of wide receiver Larry
Another former player dissity of Kentucky football players say the reports of extensive missed the reports as "just
drug use among players are ei- false allegations."
The university investigation
ther exaggerated or false.
The Associated Press con- began after police heard of postacted the players Monday in a sible drug useage by players
random survey after a police during an investigation into the
source said that reports of alleged kidnaping and murder
heavy drug useage were accu- of 24-year-old Luron Taylor of
rate. Those reports, and evi- Lexington.
Taylor was reported missing
dence uncovered by police during the investigation of a kid- Oct. 11; his body was found
naping-murder case, have been floating in the Ohio River near
turned over to university offi- Louisville 10 days later.
Elmore Stephens, a tight end
cials who have launched an inon last year's Kentucky team,
ternal probe of their own.
The school said its investiga- has been charged with murder
tion was begun to determine if and kidnaping in connection
student code or NCAA rules with Taylor's death. Stephens,
23, and John Bishop, 72, both of
had been violated.
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Western Pulls Upset By
Shocking Memphis State
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COME RACK HERD —Earner Cahoon Mays drives for the bucket
but the ball slips out of his hands and winds up going out of bounds.
The Racers had 22 turnovers in the sloppily-played contest while
Fort Lewis had 29.
(Stuff Pbetes by Mite Inrilsa)

Hooisers Get All But One Vote
For Top Spot In Cage Ratings

Northwestern Destroys
Seventh-Rated Wildcats

COMFORT...

84 victor over East Carolina,
took over the No. 2 spot with
862 points.'
Marquette, which opens its
season tonight, was ranked
third with 777 points. North
Carolina was No. 4 with 696
points after beating Howard
11.5-75, UCLA was No. 5 with
539 points and Louisville was
No. 6 with 430 points following
its 79-74 victory over Memphis
State.
Completing the Top Ten, in
the balloting based on games
played trough Saturday Nov.
29, were Kentucky, Tennessee,
Notre Dame and Cincinnati.
Kentucky opened its season
Monday night with a stunning
89-77 loss at Northwestern while
the others all had easy opening
victories last week.
Arizona stayed in Ilth place
after beating Oregon State 96-67
in its opener, and made its
record 2-0 with a 119,80 romp
over Midwestern Monday night.
San Francisco jumped three
places up to 12th after opening

Four Repeaters Named To AP
All-American Football Team

ViedH

Perfect Christmas Gift
for the man in Your Life

UK Gridders Say Drug
Claims Over-Stretched

NOW

with a 98-66 victory over UCSanta Barbara.
The rest of the Second Ten
showed North Carolina State,
Alabama, Providence, Michigan, Auburn, Kansas State,
Arizona State and Washington.
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
basketball poll, wtth first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Points
based on 20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-65-4-3-2-1:
1-0 1,056
1.Indiana (52)
812
1-0
2.Maryland
735
0-0
3.Marquette
657
1-0
4.N.Carolina
533
0-1
5.UCLA
414
1-0
6.Louisville
396
0-0
7.Kentucicy
364
1-0
8.Tennessee (1)
343
1-0
9.Notre Dame
271
1-0
10.Cincinnati
249
1-0
11.Arizona
216
1-0
12.San Francisco
187
1-0
13.N.C.St.
166
0-0
14.Alabarna
113
2-0
15.Providence
85
0-0
16.Michigan
82
0-0
17.Auburn
39
0-1
18.ICansas St.
23
0-0
19.Arizona St.
20
2-0
20.Washington

Seivers of Tennessee, tackles
Mark Koncar of Colorado and
Bob Simmons of Texas and
guards Randy Johnson of Georgia and Ted Smith of Ohio
State.
Joining the Selmons, Elrod
and Cook on the defensive front
five is 6-foot-5, 270-pound tackle
Steve Niehaus of Notre Dame.
His selection marks the 12th
consecutive year a Notre Dame
player has been named to the
first team.

South 7th Street

Subscribers who have not
hometheir
received
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger IL Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m. to insure delivery
of the newspaper. Calls must
be placed before 6 p.m.
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Mrs. Frank (Irene) Berry, Manager

Murray Baseball
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Jamie Washer, President, Murray Baseball
Association, or The League President
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Who would have ever guessed such a surprising outcome of the St. Mary Thanksgiving
Tournament?
Probably nobody. Of course when Lone Oak
defeated host St. Mary in the first round, the
doors were opened fin- all teams. You would
have probably had to have gone with either
Lone Oak or Carlisle County to win it after St.
Mary was eliminated.
But up from nowhere came Symsonia and
Lowes to spring respective upsets on Lone
Oak and Carlisle County. Then m the
championship game, Symsonia handily
waltzed over Lowes.
Tonight is the big one. Symsonia, undefeated thus far and sporting a 7-0 mark,
plays at St. Mary, which is now 2-1 on the
year. The cage predictions are now 9-5 for the
season, a mark of .706 and will either shoot up
high or fall down as there are 12 games on tap
tonight.
Symsonia at ST. MARY by threeRegardless, you just have to go with St. Mary.
The sting of defeat in their own tournament
should have the Vikings extremely fired up.
But they rjfl need to be extremely fired up to
win this one, which could well go either way.
Trigg County at MURRAY HIGH by
seven-How good is Murray High? That we
will find out tonight when the Tigers open the
season. In what should be a classic battle, the
Tigers should win this one if they control the
tempo of the game. It will be the coaching
debut of Cary Miller and that's one more
reason the Tigers have for giving it
everything they have.
Dawson Springs at CALLOWAY COUNTY
by six-The Lakers have played extremely
good ball to be winless on the season. Dawson

Springs is a very tough club and the Lakers
must play as well as they have in their first
two games to stay in the game. But as Coach
David King said last week, Calloway needs a
win. So I'll go with the Lakers in this one,
which promises to be a good one.
Carlisle County at HICKMAN COUNTY by
four-This might be the best game of the
night. Hickman County is big, probably too
big for the Comets who will battle right down
to the final fun before losing.
Other games: Ballard at HEATH by five,
Cairo Camelot at LONE OAK by 28, Sedalia at
CUBA by 7, FANCY FARM at Farmington by
24, Fteidland at FULTON COUNTY by 3,
MAYFIELD at Wingo by 12, LOWES at
Fulton City by 14 and MARSHALL COUNTY
at Lyon County by 11.

Sports Schedule
Here is the sports schedule for the rest of
this hectic week:
TONIGHT-Trigg County at Murray High,
Dawson Springs at Calloway.
WEDNESDAY-Fort Campbell at Murray
State women, Tennessee Wesleyan at Murray
State.
THURSDAY-Murray. High varsity girls
and freshmen boys at Fulton City, Calloway
County varsity girls and freshmen boys at
ReidLand, Murray State women at Middle
Tennessee.
FRIDAY-Murray High at Tilghman,
Southwest boys at East boys 16:30 p.m.) and
Murray Middle boys at North boys ( 4 p.m.)
SATURDAY-Murray State at the
University of Louisville and UT'M and Murray
women (5:15 p.m. in the Fieldhouse 1.

Archie Griffin Becomes Only
Second Player To Win Twice
By HERSCHEL NISSPISON.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP)- Archie
Griffin, Ohio State's small and
powerful record-smashing tailback, became the first collegiate football player in history
today to win the coveted Heisman Trophy twice.
The award, symbolic of the
sport's best player in any given
year, was given to Griffin today by the Downtown Athletic
Club in recognition of his unaccomplishmentsequalled
over 5,000 yards rushing in a
career and 31 consecutive
games in which he gained 100
yards or more.
The fourth of seven footballplaying sons of James and
Margaret Griffin of Columbus,
the 5-foot-9, 192-pound tailback
won the Heisrnan for the second consecutive year, succeed-

Middle School
Splits Pair
With Fulton

trig where four players before
him had failed.
In 1974, Griffin became the
fifth junior to win the honor in
the 41-year history of the Heisman. The previous fourArmy's Doc Blanchard in 1945,
Southern Methodist's Doak
Walker in 1948, Ohio State's Vic
Janowicz in 1950 and Navy's
Roger Staubach in 1963-failed
to repeat. Walker was ill part
of his senior year, and asked
not to be considered.
Griffin finished his storied
four-year career at Ohio State
with 5,177 rushing yards, the
most ever gained by a major
college player. The all-time
record of 5,297 yards was set
by Howard Stevens, who played
two years at college division
school Randolph-Macon before
transfering to Louisville for his

final two years.
In 1974, in handily defeating
Southern California's Anthony
Davis for the Heisinan, Griffin
led the nation in rushing with
1,620 yards in 236 carries.
This season his record was
not that outstanding, but it was
certainly among the best. And
that, combined with the publicity that was surrounding his every move, made Griffin the
first second-time winner.
Griffin pushed his record
string of games with over 100
yards rushing to 31 before he
was held to 46 yards in the season finale at Michigan. However, the Buckeyes are topranked in the nation and seem
certain to win the national
championship if they defeat
UCLA in the Rose Bowl.
Griffin has maintained

Football And Pauline Help To
Put Western Kentucky On Map

gr

North Girls
Win Two Games
At Southwest

Ohio State Named Top College
Team In Final Grid Ratings

throughout the past two years and 107 against Wisconsin.
Otherwise, Griffin gained 123
that winning the national title
was more important than any yards against Penn State, 157
against North Carolina, 120
individual award.
Griffin finished 1975 with 1,- against Iowa, 130 against Pur327 yards in 245 rushes, an av- due, 150 against Indiana, 127
erage of 5.5 yards a carry. His against Illinois and 124 against
yardage was the sixth highest Minnesota.
in the nation, and his average
"Can't believe it now, but Arper game of 123.4 yards was chie was a fat youngster," said
seventh best.
his mother, Margaret. "Real
Griffin's highest yardage blubber."
game this season came against
The blubber turned to muscle
UCLA-the Buckeyes' Rose and Archie grew into a speedBowl opponent. He gained 160 ster with power. And Woody
yards in that game as Ohio Hayes signed Mrs. Griffin's no.
State romped to a 41-20 victory. 4 son to an athletic scholarship
Before the Michigan game, in at Ohio State, where he started
which he was held in check de- some games as a freshman.
spite 19 rushing attempts, Griffin had come close to missing
the 100-yard mark twice. He
gained 108 yards against Michigan State in the season opener

Pro Football
At A Glance

Morrall Of This One:
Age Isn't Important

The Murray Middle School
eighth grade boys' team ran its
MIAMI I AP)- Earl Morrall Dolphins(8-3) and Buffalo (7-4)
record to 3-0 on the season by
was up in the air.
whipping host Fulton 33-31 did what he's supposed to do.
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off
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came
place
He
the
);‘,
Monday night.
of the season, Don
mainder
In the other game, a chm- of sidelined Bob Griese and
Strock is the only reserve availMiami
the
Dolquarterbacked
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able.
grade girls from Murray Middle phins to victory over New Eng-If Earl's out, we'll look
land.
lost 13-10 to Fulton.
- but this late in the
around
will
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question
the
now
But
The score wasn't really as
it's hard to find anyseason,
close as it appeared to be in the someone have to come off the
one," Shula said.
of
place
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Sunday
next
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led
Middle
boys' game. Murray
Shula's fretting didn't draw
by six points with under a Morrall?
any sympathy from Patriots'
body
41-year-old
Morrall's
up
threw
Fulton
and
left
minute
Coach Chuck Fairbanks.
a couple of shots that happened beld up long enough to lead
"We were just overmatched,'
Miami to an easy 20-7 National
to fall through.
said
Fairbanks. "They have a
Montriumph
League
Football
offenmore
little
a
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have
Murray led throughout the
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. 34-0 to a Louisiana Tech buzz
road to the Super Bowl
hard
day night, but a knee injury
sive help in the weeks since game.
(AP)- Western Kentucky and saw in the Camellia Bowl.
but have the potential to get
dependDolphins
the
leave
may
set13-7
a
loss,
only
Western's
points
21
in
fired
Nicky Swift
The current club, which adNew Hampshire will be fighting
back to archrival Eastern Ken- and pulled down 12 rebounds to ing on an inexperienced third- there."
identity crises as much as each vances to the Grantland- Rice
Morrall ended up with 14
tucky. In that game, starting pace the Tigers. Nicky Hibbard stringer at quarterback.
other in Saturday's Grantland Bowl after a pulsating 14-12 win
in 17 attempts for
completions
13
first
his
completed
Morrall
was
quarterback Billy Smith
had nine rebounds and blocked
Rice Bowl at Baton Rouge, La. at Northern Iowa last weekend,
Fairbanks, a 1954
but
yards
135
shelved for the year with a several shots while Bob Daniel passes to complement a strong
New Hampshire is based in is similar to that '73 team, yet
State teammate of
Michigan
Dolthe
had
He
attack.
running
injury.
knee
came up with quite a few steals
Concord, a town which conjures has developed a personality of
"They will
.phins ahead 17-0 in the third Morrall, warned,
An untested youngster named in the game.
up memories of grapes and its own.
miss Griese. I thought Earl
nathe
leaving
the
before
over
took
Larirnore
quarter
Steve
led
game,
girls'
Murray
the
In
The embodiment of that perRevolutionary War grapeshot.
... but he's not
Western offense and is unbeat- 4-2 at the half but got outscored tionally televised game with played well
Western Kentucky is located sonality is linebacker Rick
Griese."
en so far. He hasn't gotten 8-2 in the third period and never ligament damage in his left
in this small town that, geo- Green, an All-Ohio Valley ConMorrall was still walking
much accomplished statisticati- did vetch up with Fulton.
,4,1c
• alultneethe
is
who
selection
ference
locatqg
Is
graphically at'least
the game and predicted,
-after
Coach Don Shute said Mor-The Middle School boys will •
main headhunter on a ferocious ly, but Westlifil Coach Jimmy
in central Kentucky, about
-I'll be ready i Sunday)."
AmerSunday's
for
keeping
status
with
him
rail's
credits
Feix
when
stern
Friday
test
face a
defensive unit.
miles north of Nashville.
He completed seven of his
they play at North Calloway. ican Conference East Division
The defense has allowed just the offense in business.
Basketball and a bawdy
passes to his backs and relied
the
between
battle
Jefferthat
first-place
says
Feix
Too,
will
game
grade
seventh
The
house named Pauline's have 170 yards and eight points a
late emergence as a run- begin at 4 p.m.
put the town on the map, but game in winning 10 of 11 starts. son's
ner
confidence has given
with
The eighth grade contest
conceivThe Hilltoppers could
football has made inroads.
a tremendous offensive should be a barnburner as
Western
junctills
at
unbeaten
be
eably
unrolled
team
The 1973
boost. He scored both touch- North is very strong and last
checked through the NCAA Di- ture had the offensive unit jeldowns against Northern Iowa year as seventh graders, the
vision II playoffs before falling led like the defense. Instead,
Western has used a three-plays- and, in the season finale two teams split on the year.
and-punt offense that patiently against Murray, collected 108
Girls' Game
awaits the golden opportunity yards and a score in the 19-0
By The Associated Press
2 2 2 4-10
eventually presented by the de- win that clinched a playoff Murray
EAST
The North girls' teams kept
berth.
Navy 109, Haverford 72
0 2 8 3-13 their season records perfect
Fulton
fense.
Rutgers 100 Bentley 60
Western may also be a team
Murray (10)-J. Outland 2, Monday night by winning a pair
Led by Green, who particiYale 79, Williams 49
Bucknell 76, Juniata 58
pated in 167 tackles in the regu- with a sentimental purpose in Jackson 2, Russell 2, Morgan 2, of contests at Southwest.
Maine 102, Boston U 86
season, the defense has Saturday's match with New Garfield 2, Simmons, K.
In the seventh grade game,
U Rhode Island 79, S'onehilf lar
Outland, Hendon and Oakley. North clipped Southwest 24-22
forced over three turnovers a Hampshire.
66
Former Coach Nick Denes,
Fulton (13)-Craven 2, Isbell while in the eighth grade game,
SOUTH
game.
S. Carolina 59 Hofstra 57
week's win over who guided Western to a Tan- 8 and Broyles 3.
last
In
North won 39-34 with a last
69
Butler
80,
Auburn
gerine Bowl victory in 1963,
Boys' Game
Alabama 91, Southern Miss. Northern Iowa, one of three
quarter surge.
10 6 9 8-33
67
fumble recoveries set Up a died a few hours before the Murray
Both North teams now stand
Jackson 5'. 80, So.-New Or.
Northern Iowa game. Feix Fulton
8 6 12-31 at 2-0 for the season.
4
touchdown
Jefferson
Lawrence
29
cans
Murray )33)-Hibbard 2,
Richmond 53, Appalachian St. run. In addition, the defense didn't tell his team until after
Only two points were scored
52
to 66 yards the game and said he had a Daniel 3, Swift 21, B. Wells 5, in the first quarter of the
Panthers
the
held
Dominion
Austin Peay 78, Old
the
on
concentrating
Rollins 2, Bogard and Garland. seventh grade game and that
rushing and limited record-set- hard time
73
Fulton ( 31 )-Green 8, Hud- bucket belonged to Southwest
Gardner-Webb 104, USC-Spar- ting quarterback Bill Salmon to game. Feix had been an assist'anburg 77
ant under Denes before replac- dleston 14, Wade 4, Patton 2 and
attempts.
20
in
completions
six
Memphis
S.
Southwest led by two at inW. Kentucky 87,
Sullivan 2.
Green and his playmates ing him in 1968.
84
ermission and trailed by two
Kentucky St. 75, Wabash,
;oing into the final period.
Ind., 53
S. Ala. 86 S. Oak. 79
Angie Futrell led North in
Miss. S• 86, Ind. S!.-Evans
>coring with 13 points while
ville 64
Ginger Compton added eight.
New Orleans 98, Nicholls 91
MIDWEST
For Southwest, Sheri Miller
Northwestern 89, Kentucky 77
scored nine.
Kansas St. 86, La. Tech 49
North led at the first two
Texas 60, Oklahoma 55
Cincinnati 66, Miami, Ohio 57
quarter stops in the eighth
Top
the
in
ever
week
bound
first
and
for
10-1
Ind.
Kentucky St. 75, Wabash,
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. Oklahoma,
grade game but Southwest
53
the Orange Bowl, received the Twenty by losing to Hawaii 30AP Sports Writer
outscored North 10-5 to tie the
Ball St. 7*, Wis.-Oshkosh 72
replaced
were
Spartans
The
and
20.
vote
890
other
first-place
Ohio State is the 1975 regularEvansville 89, N. Oak. St. 82
score at 28 apiece after three
N. Oak. 69, Creighton 64
season champion of college points. Alabama ran its record by Sun Bowl-bound Pitt, which frames.
S'. 69, Central
Michigan
to 10-1 by blanking Auburn 28-0 had been in the Top Twenty
football.
In the last quarter, Southwest
Mich. 61
several times during the seaThe Buckeyes, who com- and earned 761 points.
Colorado 90, Northeast Louiscored just six points while
siana 73
The final poll to determine son.
pleted a perfect 11-0 season a
North put 11 on the board for the
Okla. City 78, Texas Christian
week ago and will meet UCLA the 1975 champion will be taken
60
five-point win.
AP
Twenty
The
Top
W III 82, Monmouth 68
in the Rose Bowl, received 50 following the bowl games.
Mina Todd scored 13 to pace
By The Associated Press
S III 82, Ill., Chi. Circle 50
By losing to Texa A&M, the
first-place votes and 1,144 of a
North while Kim Willie added
SOUTHWEST
possible 1,160 points today from Texas Longhorns dropped from
Here are the Top Twenty eight. For Southwest, . Cheryl
115, Wayland
Texas A&M
a nationwide Associated Press fifth place to ninth. That perBaptist 64
in The Associated Press Dick scored 13 while Lisa
Learns
Oral Roberts 72, SW Texas 49 panel of 58 sports writers and mitted Michigan, Nebraska and
college
football poll with first- McBride tossed in 10. SouthAr
Pan American 83, Texas
Arizona State to move up one
broadcasters.
lington 73
place
in parentheses, sea- west's seventh grade team is
votes
to
sixth
position
apiece
fifth,
Texas A&M, Oklahoma and
son
and total points now 1-2 for the season while the
records
FAR WEST
Alabama held onto the next and seventh places. Michigan
Hawaii 84, Oregon 80
Points
based on 20-18-16-14-12- eighth graders are winless in
three spots. The Texas Aggies and Nebraska finished up a
Arizona $5, Midwestern, Tex
two outings
10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
ao
ran their record to 10-13', with week ago but Arizona State, 111,144
Seventh Grade
Oregon St. 81, Utah S' 66
1.0hio
11-0-0
50)
(
St.
one game remaining with a 20- 0, nailed down the Western AthU•ah 89, Loyola Marymount
North
1,038
0 7 10 7-24
2.Texas
A&M
(7)10-0-0
crown
a
and
letic
Conference
79
10 triumph over Texas and reSouthwest
890
2 7 6 7-22
10-1-0
)l)
3.0klahoma
Idaho Si 73, San Diego St 65
seven first-place votes berth in the Fiesta Bowl by
North (24) - D. Darnell 2,
Southern Cal 89, St. Mary's, ceived
761
10-1-0
4.Alabarna
Arizona
24-21.
shading
and 1,038 points. Last week, the
Calif. 62
619 Futrell 13, Compton 8, R.
5.Michigan
8-1-2
New Mexico 87, East Tex. St.
Aggies trailed 1,168-1,010.
Idle Sugar Bowl-bound Penn 6.Nebrasita
612 Darnall 1 and Hoke.
10-1-0
so
Southwest (22)- S. Miller 9,
State climbed from 10th to 7.Arizona St.
553
•11-0-0
eighth followed by Texas and 8.Penn St.
382 Calhoun 3, B. Miller 2, Gibson 2.
9-2-0
Need any of these services..
idle Colorado, which was ninth 9.Texas
353 Porter 2, Smith 2 and Stanley 2
9-2-0
last week.
340
Eighth Grade
10.Colorado
9-2-0
Air Freight Flight Training
A
The Second Ten consists of ILUCLA
240 North
13 10 5 11-39
Air Cargo Air Ambulance
8-2-1
etc'
Air Taxi
Air Charter
UCLA, Georgia, Florida, Cali- 12.Georgia
202 Southwest
10 8 10 6-34
9-2-0
North (39) - Todd 13,
179
fornia, Arizona, Miami of Ohio, 13.Florida .
9-2-0
Io0
Contact
Maryland, Arkansas, Kansas 14.California
174 F:rankhouser 2,Lovett, B. Smith
8-3-0
Tabers I'ari(T 4"
M.-Arizona
9-24 - se- 2, -S. Smith
BM Fuller or41111
Last week, it was California, 18.Miami, 0.
m Willie 8.
10-1-0
Johnny Parker
Arizona, Florida, UCLA, Geor- 17.Maryland
57
Southwest (34)- Paschall
8-2-1
53 Carson 4, Miller 2, Dick 13.
gia, Miami, Maryland, Kansas, 18.Arka nsas
8-2-0
489-2721
489-2414
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Arkansas and San Jose State. 19.Kansas
43 McBride 10, Higgen 1 and Page
7-4-0
San .lose dropped out after its 20 Pitt
16 1
9-2-0

College Scores

ye not
homef The
nes by
to call
10 p.m.
I eli v cry
Is must
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Hessman Trophy

4*t 7?

on the running of Don Nottingham (55 yards), Benny Malone
52 yards) and Norm Bulaich
(37 yards) to control the game.
"I've got to keep up my image." said Mon-all, a 20-year
veteran trying to re-live 1968
and 1972 when he replaced injured Johnny Unitas and Griese
to lead Baltimore and Miami to
conference titles.
The Patriots (3-8), who had
scored 31 or more points in
their three previous games,
were held in check until a 75yard drive in the final five minutes led to quarterback Steve
Grogan's five-yard scoring run.
Miami led 14-0 at halftime on
a one-yard run by Nottingham
that capped a 65 yard drive and
a six-yard Mon-all to Bulaich
pass play that followed Freddie
Solomon's 41-yard punt return
to the Patriots' 22.
A fumble by the Patriots'
Sam Cunningham at the Patriots' 24 on the first play of the
second half led to the first of
two 25-yard field goals by Garo
Yeprernian.

By The Associated Press
National Football League
National Conference
Eastern Division
W. L. .T. Pc-I. PF PA
8 3 0 .727 267 226
S.Louis
8 3 0 .727 271 206
Dallas
7 4 0 .736 282 192
Wash
3 8 0 .273 189 243
Phil
NY Gilts 3 8 b .273 162 248
Central Division
10 1 0 .909 308 147
Minn.
Oct.
6 5 0 .545 194 203
3 8 0 .273 194 226
G. Bay
2 9 0 .182 111 335
Chic.
Weston Division
9 2 0 .818 266 120
L.A.
5 6 0 .455 210 202
S. Fr.
3 8 0 .273 169 228
2 9 0 .182 127 293
N. Del.
American Conference .
Eastern Division
W.. L. T. Pt's. PF PA
Miami
8 3 0 .727 305 178
7 4 0 .636 330 241
Balt.
7 4 0 .636 352 275
Buff.
N..Eng.
3 8 0 .273 195 260
2 9 0 .182 191 350
NY Jets
Central Division
Pitt.
10 1 0 .909 304 121
9 2 0 .818 248 194
Cinn.
7 4 0 .636 218 177
HouS.
2 9 0 .182 151 306
Cleve
Western Division
9 2 0 .818 304 198
Oak.
K.City
5 6 0 .455 228 245
5 6 0 .455 206 266
Denver
S Diego 0 11 0 .000 113 259
Monday's Result
Miami 20, New England 7
Sunday, Dec. 7
Washington at Atlanta
New York Jets at New Eng
land
Baltimore at New York Gi•
ants
Cincinnati at Philadelphia
Cleveland at Pittsburgh
Detroit at Chicago
San .Diego at Kansas City
Green Bay at Minnesota
Los AngeleS at New Orleans
Dallas at St. Louis
Buffalo at Miami
Houston at San Francisco
Monday, Dec. 8
Denver at Oakland, n

Country
Music
Show

Calloway County
High School

4, 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, December
the South Marshall and North

Sponsored by
Calloway Optimist Club of Hardin

Starring Stan Hitchcock
and Jim Payne from
Nashville, Tenn.

Thorobred
flying Service,Inc.

Plus the entire cast of tfieW:iitiel Music
Barn copsisting of Shelia Ann Knight, Ant
ant Jan hbritten, the Barn Burners and
others.
II
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City Officials, White House Fear Non-Renewal Of City Aid

MIAMI BEACH ( AP) — The
nation's city officials and the
White House are increasingly
worried that Congress may not
renew the federal revenue-sharing program which one mayor
has called "the best thing since

ice cream" for the cities.
This new concern has been
demenstrated at the National
League of Cities' annual convention that began here last
weekend.
Answer to Mondays
Puzzle

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
65 Hold on
rpri:1213erty
1 The Sell
4 Printer s
66 Senior
measure
lAbbr I
6 Strip of
67 Poem
leather
DOWN
11 Preposition
13 Marine snad I Recede
15 Prefix twice 2 Japanese
singing girl
16 Haggle
18 Preposition
3 Preposition
4 Periods of
19 Compass
time
point
5 Earn
21 Part of window frame
6 B099e0
down
22 Horned
7 Prefix three
animal
8 Piece of
24 Pronoun
Jeweiry
6 Novel
/inch for
9 Near
mmer
10 Vegetable
e-run
12 River in
king
Siberia
31 Amount
14 Famed
owed
17 Merry
33 Hypothetical 20 merit
force
23 Faroe Is34 Want
lands whirl 36 Below '
wind
38 Part of to
24 Symbol for
be
tantalum
40 Stalk
42 Female 'etalive
45 By way of
47 Mark lett by
wound
49 Standard
50 Slave
52 Mental image
54 A continent
labbr
55 Rupees
labbr
56 Buys back
59 Symbol for
tellurium
61 Sarcasm
63 More
obscure
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Plfra0
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MOMM
POOV
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MOS mamma
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25 Pedal dig s
27 slack
30 Seines
32 One of two
35 Determines
37 Gaseous
element
38 Declares
39 Mass book
41 Manufactured
43 Boxed
44 Printer s
measu e

46 Article
48 Musical instruments
51 Great Lake
53 Mohammedan
noble
57 Sea eagle
58 Symbol for
samarium
60 Before
62 Note of
scale
64 A sale
labbr /

'OUT) BETTER START
REAtEMSEC/46 WHERE 40()
LEFT 4W BLANKET OR I'M
GONNA POUNO YOU!

Cook Calls Life Satisfying,
Has No Intention Of Running

How to
Away
With Eleven

f:

Increased Burley Offerings
Rewarded By Sharp Price Hikes
SPRING TIME
FRESH

CRISP FRESH

ASPARAGUS

CABBAGE

BEATLE BAILEY

1
c
2
sa

440CA
Llit4La
A DIAMONC>2.
!
WHAT'S A
PIA/VONP,
GRANDPA

ea•

EGINNIN&'
STAR' OF BAN&ALLA

TOOTS7E
WANTS ME TO TAKE
Dif..NCING LESSONS

WHY SPEND MONEY ON
LESSONS" I CAN
TEACH 'YOU IN
TWO MINUTES'

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky tobacco growers increased their offerings by millions of pounds as they opened
the second week of burley auctions, and were rewarded with
sharp price increases.
Farmers across the state sold
21,223,424 pounds of burley
Monday, up sharply from the
highest daily volume of the
opening week, 14,404,915 pounds
last Tuesday.
They received an average of
$109.70 per hundred pounds, up
from last week's highest average of $108.67 recorded Friday.
Twenty-eight of the 30 Kentucky markets held sales Monday.
The highest prices came at
Mount Sterling, where farmers
received an average of $113.81
per hundred pounds for a total
of 716,754 pounds of burley.
The only market below the
hundred-dollar mark was Henderson, where the average was

MORE POVVERFUL.
THAN A YOKLIAA
0

C.Nfaf"

fri

-

ADULTS 131
NURSERY 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Tucker (Cheryl
Ann, mother), Route One,
Kirksey, and Baby girl West
(Janet Carol, mother, Route
Seven, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Vonnie 0. Hicks, Russell K.
Wright, 902 Poplar St., Murray,
Lloyd Raper, New Concord,
Mrs. Dorothy L. Danner 103
South 10th, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Ann Williams, Route 1,
Springfield, Tn., Master Eric L.
Duncan, Box 41 Shady Oaks,
Murray, Miss Angela Marie
Hendrick, Route 4, Box 258 A,
Murray, Miss Christeine Lee,
Route 5, Benton, Miss, Antoinette Elkins, Route 3,
Murray, Mrs. Lucille Marshall,
Route 2, Murray, James H.
Townsend, 919 Caledonia,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Sylvia Kay
Robbins, 308 Pdwell, Paris, Tn.,

DOES IT BEST
2 Notice

Free Book
Turn In
Oversille books fres
the Callowwy Comity
Library may be turned in free of Otargø
during the week Of
Dec. 1 thru Dec. 6,
1975.

Calloway County
Public Library
110 Maio Skeet
Ilwray, Which,
WE LOOK into your needs
as well as at them.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.

Pheonix
Clothing

Kings Den
Rid Air

Shopping Center

MARY KAY Cosmetics.
Call Sonya Futrell, 7534505.

ADVERTISING
DIAKINES
1m
c All ieddisplay ads,d%

displays
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
ust be submitted by 4
p. in. the day before
publication.

If You
Need Them:
Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1621
Rescue
7534952
Ambulance
753-9332
Hospital Emergency . .
753-5131
Humane Society 753-4307
Comprehensive Care...
.7534822.
Poison Control . 753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Need Line, .. 753-NEED
Learn to Read..753-2238

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
S. Times

I__ , ,

$96.82 per hundred for 54,066
pounds of tobacco. That also :
;c
Dressaleg •"Geese Christwas the lowest volume of the
ars? As an Avon Ftepresen, you can earn cash to Ray
day among Kentucky markets.
holiday bills Call or write
The high, 2,899,429 pounds,
lenda Duke, Box 3247,
ucah,
Ky 42031, Phone 443was recorded at Lexington, the
and leave message on
largest burley market, where
the average price was $109.42.
The Federal-State Market b.
.ie:s44Ch-rensCsissic:i.senisrl
News Service said volume
ranged from medium to heavy
across the eight-state burley
belt Monday with prices steady
to slightly higher than the levels of the first week.
About half the grade averages showed gains, mostly $1 to
$2 per hundred pounds, while
the others were generally unchanged. Better quality marmode et laves Stvdie,
ketings continued selling for
503 Poplar
about $115 per hundred pounds,
the market news service said.
The percentage of fine and
good grades eased up Monday
as fair and nondescript grades
showed up for auction, the
service reported.

41 HOSPITAL NEWS
November 26, 1975

DOES .O'REEL1ZE WI-1AT
THASS
HAPPENED.? THAR 15 NOVV
LINNATCHERALT
SOMPHIN'ON EARTH

I

A WANT AD

James Falk, associate direc- said Brooks
has exgaiseed league's sister, told a news conment were generating intor of the White House Domes- "strong
philosophical opposition ference Monday that without
creased demands on cities or to
tic Council and the adminis- to the progra
m."
renewal,'There's absolutely no raise
tration's chief lobbyist at the
local taxes.
The current $30-billion, five- way I could balance my city's
Some congressional Democonvention, said in an interbudget
year
without revenue-sharing cratic critics
program expires at the
view, "I am not immediately
of the program
end of 1976. It has provided money.".
say it gives too much money to
optimistic and I am more concites
and states with the first
cerned than I was five months
Landrieu, who made the com- cities which, don't need it or
ago about the ultimate fate of federal aid they could spend parison with ice cream, has they view the measure as a Reany way they chose.
the program."
said that failure to re-enact publican program. Others don't
The nearly 3,000 city officials
Mayor Moon Landrieu of New revenue sharing would force like relinquishing congressional
control over and credit for the
at the convention heard the Orleans, president of the
U.S. cities to cut services at a time
ways federal tax dollars are
league president, Mayor Carlos Conference of Mayors,
when
recessi
and
on
unempl
oythe
spent.
Romero Barcelo of San Juan,
P.R., warn: "We cannot possibly risk that any laxness or irresolution on our part may allow the critics of this essential
program to score a 'victory' by
defeating general revenue sharWASHINGTON (Al') — Mar- thing I was vitally
ing."
interested
"We didn't send them back to
And Rep. Norman Mineta, D- low W. Cook says life in the in, that I'd have seriously
conNebraska with all kinds of conCalif., former mayor of San year since his defeat as U.S. sidered it," he said.
Jose, Calif., and now chairman Senator from Kentucky has
"The President did ask me if tracts or anything else," Cook
of the freshmen Democrats in been "satisfying" and he has I would do one or two particu said, "they pleaded their case,
the House, told them there is a "absolutely" no intention of lar things, which I'm not going that's all."
runnin
g for public office again. tc reveal to you. I just
The work is in contrast to
''very real possibility that withsaid that
Cook said recently that as a Nancy and I
out substantial efforts on your
had already made that in Congress, with its "conpart, the general revenue-shar- Washington lawyer, he has up our minds that this is what stant flow of meaningless legislation" and slow pace, Cook
ing program will not be contin- missed some aspects of politi- we wanted to do."
cal life, but has enjoyed the
ued."
Cook, as a senator from a to- said.
"It's very satisfying now to
The league's board of direc- freedom from others.
bacco state, was known as a
The Republican turned down stout defender
tors sent a telegram Saturday
of the tobacco be able to begin things and conclude things," he said.'pne of
to Rep. L. H. Fountain, D-N.C., offers of government work, industry, and the Kansas
City
chairman of the House inter- after the election loss to Demo- law firm of Shook, Hardy ea Ba- my frustrating problems on the
governmental relations subcom- crat Wendell Ford, in order to con, which represents a num- Hill was that Congress never
mittee, which has held hearings practice law — something he ber of major tobacco manufac- wanted to conclude things.
"It's an institution that feels
on a renewal of the measure, hasn't been able to do full time turers, set him up as its man in
its
needs aren't satisfied until it
and urged prompt approval of since 1961.
Washington.
That was the year he was
President Ford's proposal to
The job occupies most of his goes way beyond extensive deextend revenue sharing for 534 elected Jefferson County judge, time, though Cook has by no bate, and then by the time you
years at a cost of $39.8-billion. and that post was followed by means completely severed ties get around to something, you
wonder whether it's in time or
Fountain has said he cannot act his Senate term.
with the government.
Cook did consider taking a
on the bill before the end of
His appointment by President not.
government job after the elec- Ford as a director of the
"What I miss," he added, "is
this year.
federA group of Democratic may- tion loss, and he and his wife, al Legal Services Corp. has that you don't have all those
ors also sent a prodding tele- Nancy, decided to remain in taken about a day a week from people to say do this or do that
gram over the weekend to Rep. Washington, he said.
his practice. And as a member while you're running from one
place to another spinning your
"I would suppose that right of a presidential commis
Jack Brooks, D-Tex., chairman
sion on
wheels.
of the parent Government Op- after the election if there had the relationship between
the
"You have to do it yourself
erations Committee. Mineta been a real challenge, some- mainland and Puerto Rico,
he
is working on recommendations now,and there's a great deal of
he'll deliver in testimony this pleasure in that — in doing
month
before the Senate Interi- your own research, for exH01.4.1 CAN I iLIORRq ABOUT
ample. You use your mind in a
Get
or Committee.
HIS BLANKET WHEN I'M
far greater, logical way, in an
It's
mostly
law
WORK1N6 ON N NEW
Bad
practice,
though. A publication listing unhurried way," he said.
TENNIS INSTRUCTION BOOK?
Calls in a Row
Cook said his current work
clients of law firms gives
ty?-.
Cook's firm its share of major and has the advantage of not
names in American industry keeping him away from his
that have business with the fed- wife and five children.
eral government.
"I remember our anniversaok
He stressed, though, that
maw
''we're not a lobbying office, ry, it seems to me it was two
years ago, that I was going to
we're a law firm," and added
take Nancy out to dinner. Our
that he will not "infringe" on
last vote in the Senate was
friendships with members of
something like 30 minutes after
Congress. If asked to do so, he
11 and we had scrambled eggs
said, "you just have to say no."
and bacon when I finally got
Cook describes, as a "good
home going on midnight.
example" of what he does,
"On our anniversary this
meetings he recently set up
week," he said, smiling, "we
with various agencies for a
client developing methods of went to see Katherine Hepburn
In a play and went out to dinmonitoring energy utilization.
ner."

Have Your
Photographs
For
Christmas
Giving

Call 153-2342
for appointment

S. Lost And Found
LOST DOG,approximately
week and half lost. Full
grown male Doberman,
black and rust, has silver
choke chain and rabies
tag. Lost in Almo
vacinity, and substantial
reward offered. Contact
Mike Lassiter, Almo, Ky.

John P. McGee, Route 8,
Murray, Louis S. Lyons, Route
1, Almo, Mrs. Wilma Snow, 906
Rigging, Paris, Tn., • Mrs.
Virginia Butler, Route 5,
Mayfield, Claude Thorn, Route
1, Almo, Mrs. Judy Rickman,
1907 Coldwater Road, Murray,
Mrs. Gwenlyn Pritchett, Box 41, .) Help Wanted
Dexter, Mrs. Pam Wilson, 175
Riviera Courts, Murray, Master SUPERINTENDENT OF
Dan Carman,505 South 11th St.,
BUILDING TRADES:
Murray, Miss Dottie L. BarMust have previous expole, 229 North 5th, Mayfield,
perience in supervision
Mrs. Mary Lou Wilson, 175
and actual work in carRiviera Courts, Murray, Miss
pentry, painting, roofing
Angela R. Turner, Route 7,
or other related trades.
Benton, Mrs. Martha J.
Salary $10,000 to $12,000.
Brandon, 722 Sycamore,
Interested applicants
Murray, Mrs. Autry Lange, 202
must complete an apPoplar St., Murray, Mrs. Nell
plication in the Office of
Maness, 717 Riley Courts,
Personnel Services, 2nd
Murray, Harper Swift, Route 1,
Floor, Administration
Almo, Mrs. Madys M. Spann,
Building, Murray State
North 13th, Murray, Mrs. Vadie
University, Murray, Ky.
Scott, Route 8, Murray, Patric
42071, prior to December
0. Henry (expired), 712 Main,
14, 1975. Murray State is
Murray, Glynn C. Cunningham,
an equal opportunity
Route 2, Murray.
employer.

6. Help Wanted
WANTED: HOSTESS for
hoinecare products party.
Earn cash orsegift. Call
753-0034 between 6 and 7
p.m.
APPLICANTS NOW being
accepted for part-time
employment. Night shift.
Apply at Kwik-Pik, Five
Points, between hours of 7
a.m. and 3 p.m.

TEXAS DEMENT COIF. Mien
PLENTY Of MONEY Om club
logingt, MINK
IBITS TO
NAME INDIVIDUAL 01Worm
was, Ihiggrilless gl emporiums,
awe C. A. Ayers, Via Pres.,
Texas Refigery Carp., Mx 711,
Pert Worth, Texas 16111.

PERSONAL
INTERVIEWS
only.
Pagliais, 510 Main St.,
Murray.

a. Storage Buildings
CUSTOM BUILT portable
storage buildings, green
houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530084.

IME:111111
If you're a
good driver,
Icon

probably
save you
money on car
insurance
* ***
I
i

tit'
4•/ °
C
INSURANCE
iv, ,.

The sooner you cell,
the sooner you save.

Ronnie Ross
210E. Main
Phone 753-0489
14 Want To Buy
WANTED GRASS hay. Call
753-5701.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter
and
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also 'All buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Mlller 354-8440.

15 Articles For Sale
BABY DRESSING table.
Call 753-4330.
GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price
128.88. Pace model 144,
sale
price
144.95.
Fireplace enclosures with
glass doors; antique
brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hardware, across from post
office, Paris, Tenn.
FIREWOOD - $10.00 rick.
Highway
280
approximately 342 miles to
sign.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs.
Call 436-2315.
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
OLD
PIANO,
new
Precision garden seeder.
Call 474-2320.
CHAIN LINK FENCE,
30 day ipecial. Pour
ft.
- high installed,$1.50 per
ft.
Call after 5 p. m. for free
estimates, Allstar Fence
Co., Paris, Tenn., 642-649
2
or 642-8947.

PAW 9 Till MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Teesiey, December 2,l7$

Idek.

TESS for
cts party.
gift. Call
6 and 7

15 Ai. r, ies For Sale

19 Farm Equipment

24 M

peous

SIS

OIL DRUM with stand and
Tot7A,GENIUMEN,
SOUP'S ON,the rug that is, ONE ROW NEW Idea corn copper tubing. Also 1961
REV& OUR Dt5C1)5410N
picker.
Call
492-8651.
clean with Blue Lustre.
Oldsmobile, runs good.
014 THE - - Rent electric shampooer
Call 489-2156.
$1. Western Auto, home of 20 Sports Equidment
"Wishing Well Gift
WILLIS WAGON and snow
cone supplies for sale.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
Call
Bill Redmond 767boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
BICYCLE,NEW,28" girls.
2451.
trolling motor, power
Couch and chair, nylon
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753rose beige. Good con- 3226
after 4.
FOUR HOUSE TRAILER
dition. Call 753-3398 after
axles and wheels with
5.
870
SECRETARY
12
electric brakes and two
GUAGE
of
tongues assembled with
DRUM SET,trumpet, 2 REMINGTON, pump
TICAtifitOrATIOW
with
extra
hitch
and
jack.
vented
Call
753rib
good used bicycles. Call
barrel. Also Mec. 600 Jr.
3272 after 5.
4924374..
-- SUPE101-11C
12 guage re-loader. Call
PHILLIPS REEL TO 753-5106 after 6 o'clock.
1271 Vs TON Ford tranREEL, self contained
smission, radiator, 390
unit. Sound on sound. 32 CALIBER H & R,double
Intake and carburetor.
Very good condition. Call action, pistol. One year
1970 Ford Torino body for 34 Houses For Re-.:
753-6280 after 5:00.
46 Homes For Sale
old. Like new. Call 492parts. One Chippendale
8264.
bath,
in
chair, lion head, back TWO BEDROOM,
QUILTS AND QUILT tops.
Hardin, gas heat, newly FIVE ROOM BRICK, big
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
Call 7534379
SCHW INN Continental
decorated. Call 753-4661.
bathroom
hall,
girls bike. Like new. 26 TV Radio
Remodeled. In old Alrno.
POLICE SCANNER, $100.00. Year old. Call 753TWO BEDROOM house in
can 753063.
regency 8. High and low. 5111.
CB RADIO, Teaberry. Big
country near Kirksey on
Bargain.
Excellent
T, 23 channel, with D-104
black-top road. Large
condition. Call 767-2833 NORTHWESTERN GOLF
mike. Call 753-8856.
living room, modern THE QUALIFIED perevenings.
Clubs, one complete set
kitchen with cabinets, 1
sonnel at Guy Spans
and bag. Graphit Driver. 27 Mobile Home Sales
bath, wired and plumbed
Realty are waiting to talk
,BACK
FIREPLACE GR 70 x 14'radial, 4 wheel
for washer-dryer, new oil
to you regarding your real
screen with wire mesh grain bed farm trailer. 2 1970 EL CCINA trailer. 12 x
circulating heat, 2 car
needs. Our time is
estate
Call
75360,
3
bedroom.
pull curtain. Used one bicycles 26" -, 10 speed.
and
workshop
garage,
Give us a call
time.
your
season. Call 753-5925.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733. 0171.
large storage building,
or drop by the office at 901
Available
garden.
Sycamore Street, 753WE BUY used mobile
22 Musica;
ALL.OA
December 1. Phone 4897724.
homes. Top prices paid.
Aluminum Service Co.
2405. No singles.
Trailer
Saddle
and
Spur
SEARS TWIN TWELVE
Call 492-8647.
125 watt amplifier and Sales, Paducah. Call 442- 37 livestock Supplies
HOUSE AND LOT, good
professional
Cardiod 1918 or 443-8226.
1fi Hnrnt
in growing
microphone. Both for
SOW WITH 8 pigs. Call 436- location
10 x 44 STAR,house trailer.
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
$170.00.
Call
753-8595.
5556
after
5
p.
m.
BROWN TWEED matFully carpeted, furwater, new pomp, new
ching .sofa and chair.
nished, underpinned. Call REGISTERED POLLED
carpets, all electric,
Excellent condition. Call SEKOVA BASE guitar.
753-4066.
$12,500. Route
Excellent condition. Call
Hereford bulls, 7 no. to IS furnished.
753-9830.
1, Box 175, Kirksey, Ky.
753-1329 after 12 noon.
no. Also cows, bred and
Phone 489-2330.
MOBILE HOMES and
open heifers. Call 901-247ONE LARGE capacity
spaces. Fox Meadows and
5487. Rex Robinson.
heavy duty Kenmore USED UPRIGHT piano.
Coach Estates. Families
VERY NEAT two bedroom
$75.00. Call 753-5824 after
washer and dryer. One
only. South 16th Street. 38 Pets Supplies
house, 1106 Vine. Stove,
4:30.
year old. Excellent
Call 753-3855.
refrigerator,
washer,
condition.$300.00for both.
AKC POODLE puppies.
dryer, new air conditioner
PIANO TUNING, repair
Call 753-5238.
Rentals
Home
Mobile
Will hold til Christmas.
and drapes included
and rebuilding, prompt 29
Phone 753-3672.
service. Rebuilt pianos NEW MOBILE home, Phone 7534379.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
for sale. Ben Dyer 753private yard, $80 per
8911.
KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
SHOP.
month. Water, garbage POODLE
ALL BRICK, 3 bedroom, 2
Service, 500 Maple Street.
pickup furnished. Call Professional grooming.
baths, 2 car attached
rebuilt 24 Miscellaneous
All
and
breeds.
Pine
New
Point
753-8216 after 5.
garage. Transferable 5%
Estates, Eagle Creek
vacuums. Call 7504959. 24
per cent mortgage. Near
Road, 1 mile from
Hour answering service. LARGE BRAIDED rug, 8 FURNISHED
HOUSE.
MSU. Call 753-7241.
feet, 6 inches by 11 feet, 6
Buchanan
Resort.
Call
$85.00 per month plus
ELECTROLUX SALES inches. Bicycle exerciser,
901-642-8977.
utilities. Corner Fourth
and service. Call Tony six months old, half price.
Barnett, Hazel, Ky.
and
Montgomery, 753-6760, Panasonic tape recorder,
NEW FOUR bedroom well
bank.
Across from
day or night.
built home, 2 baths on 1
in good condition. Play
Retirees preferred.
pen. Large spool. $2. Bird
ROBERTS REALTY acre. Can assume 7% per
19 Farm Equipment
cent mortgage. Coldcage for parakeet or MOBILE
located on South 12th at
HOME,
2
water. Call 489-2733.
plants, $4. Call 753-1611.
five
Sycamore
has
bedroom, all electric,
12x 78 FLAMINGO Manor,
licensed and bonded sales
water, lawn mowing and
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, FOR SALE majestic
personnel to serve you 47 Motorcycles
garbage pickup furwoodburning fireplaces.
central heat and air,
plus twenty years exnished. $50.00 deposit,
Aluminum Service Co.
carpeted
throughout,
clusive
real estate ex- 1973 YAMAHA MX 254,
$125.00 per month. Call
excellent running conCall 492-8647.
refrigerator and stove,
perience.
Call 753-1651 or
753-2377.
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436electric fireplace, um
come by our office. We
5370.
derpinned, excellent TWO STORY oak log barn. TWO BEDROOM Trailer,
like to talk REAL
Excellent condition. Call
condition. $4,995. Call 753central heat and air, all
ESTATE.
2975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
753-0670.
9816.
carpeted. Washer and
dryer. Two miles out East NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS Call 436-6335 after 5:00
within view of Highway
Highway 94. Call 753-2669.
AUCTION
841. Estate of Alfred nn HONDA 350 SL ExFARM MACINIIMY
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
TWO BEDROOM small, all
cellent running condition.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 5 - 10:30 A. M.
electric. $50.00 month.
Also 12 gauge double
WE HAVE CLIENTS
ON U. S. Highway 60 16 Miles North ef Padvicali, sled 3
Call 489-2595.
barrel shotgun. Call 753wanting(1) property with
Miss %sib of Sistithisad, Keeteeky.
5702.
central heat and air in
Dee te s Mop le feral* spondees. eal my seed te doves
30 Business Rentals
School
orptipRobertson
sere tine 4.57 asetredies werk, 1 es Meer eeed ay fens
sel
district; (2) 40 acres with
GREENS BODY SHOP, 121
met med bra weberked Katz Aortae & Reeky Camas to
1974 YAMAHA 250 Endure,
old house - cash deal. Call
ems et Mac settles.
South. Call 436-5560.
now WILSON REAL
TIACTOSS: 1973 J. D. Diesel 43211 Trader - 11110 Nr. - duel
1695"
ESTATE, 753-3263. Or
irst J. D. Diesel 4020 Tracts, - 200 1k. - demi Mesh.
31. Apartments For Rent
1973
100
YAMAHA
EndureMoires bead Ns. MS J. D. 95 I Comdise - 4 row Cars liseds,
South
4th,
come by 202
.
Ns.434W.2-row Nader No. 210 phis bele Needs,
from
Post
Office.
across
215w
APARTDrive - 70•11 miss. 1971
FURNISHED

COW being
Hirt-time
ight shift.
Pik, Five
hours of 7

I. Ng, it tat 0
Perim ••••••••
V•••••••••re Inmover.
Min
•

INonly.
lain St.,

r

portable
gs, green
aisles and
Hick's
.Call 753-

E11

'ver,

V

m car
:e

ou call,

)U save.

61.,,p1_1L

=MR

loss
olri

3-0489

S hay. Call

wanted,
lnut, ash
Highest
ogs 14" in
up.
id
nton, Ky.
standing
'all J. H.

G table.

models,
05, 277.95,
iclios pace
ile price
iodel 144,
144.95.
;tires with
antique
I brass or
s finish,
lin Hardrom post

ion

Om. Mass - 4-tebeel
TRUCES,
Staisimrd
Cbev. C II 1.4em a mil power wfbeist end 13' Oessbm
GM lied Wattle reds - w/terp- 16011 Mks. 1943 Cbs.. 2-5es
Ches. 2.
ebb 1944327 eagles Wheat sed Owale yea bed. 1969
Sedum Mb
tea with 69-1311 lades wfbeirt. 1960 Deeps beam
wadi
positive Meeks • rear eel. 11 Geese sod miler, 6' wide
tires tad
Mask 32' Gram truler 4-witesl Marin amiss - peed

brMes.
D. 5FARM EMIIPMENT: J. D. 4.40 Muter wifertilizer lazes; J.
am; J. D.
16 breaking paw; 11' had bee Aka piew - weed se 1
Mime;
IMIA 16' feldleg id is Miler; J. D. P. W. 12' 6" DIM es
Thrifty 4-rem
II ft. UNDO MID 14'Imam Colikesidar pell-type;
cativeter 3 p. b.; J. D. 4011 Mary his; r bee bee retery viewer;
Clapper 1000
N.. 9 J. D. bale Mower; ludeskal Sup., fee Map
lir
IMP ederirde, ad 2-are bender; SO' Amble climb Marta des
a
beeper sedies; beery Ne. 711 bile kids,; de fertse buggy
alfalfa
teesime; 2 ises New spreelen; 2-Meer tire mesa; WNW
liquid sop
mfor maist; 60111 Us. aul We wiener amd Illeter:
puss amid;
dams cede feeders; S reeed beg feeders; P. T. 0.
Mower - 3 P. N. P. T. O. cattle edam 3 P. N.; 2 Ford Skits-Dm
r; Paper Mem all noes es PTO; beim 700 Gel.
AN 6' sad
Capacity easy earn; Tares Waters Saddle Mb bridles; des parts, Mk sad may me imistallemes
NAT: 1 let ef Med bey.
TIM CASH
LUChSN let served. Net resemble fee eedisets.
011114W: WALT81 moos!

0.00 rick.
10
a pmiles to

)for sale.
rick. 24"
rick. Will
our needs.

AUCTION BY:

free from
!.t cleaned
tre, Rent
ooer. Big
Shopping

KURTZ

AUCTION AND REALTY COMPANY

Marion - 965-2220

TURQUOISE

new
!ri seeder.

FENCE,
Pour ft.
1.50 per ft.
1. for free
ar Fence
., 642-6492

9 Used Cars & Trucks

Another View

MO,

MENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 113th
Street. 7534609.
FURNISHED
APARTMENT. No pets. 710
Poplar. Call 753-7915.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished.Call 753-4331.

1973 125 YAMAHA Wye-

925"
1974 125 Can-An 15950
1974 YAMAHA 250 traih 187050
Genuine motor-bate, biceth
sak

Only 114's

MANOR
MURRAY
Apartments, one or two FOR LISTING and selling
bedroom, unfurnished, your property, see Boydand Majors Real Estate, 105
stove
except
refrigerator, water bill North 12th, 753-8060 or call
paid. Central heat and air any of our salespeople: B.
conditioning. Call 753- B. Hook, 753-2387; Audra
8668
Moody, 753-9036. Pat
Mobley 753-8958; Homer
34 Houses For Rent
Miller, 753-7519. Barbara
Erwin 7514136; Reuben 49 Used Cars & Trucks
Moody 753-9036.
FOUR BEDROOM new
19118 CHEVY VAN, 6
home. Family only. Lease
cylinder, automatic, 1975
and security deposit WE HAVE a nice mobile
vw serico Call 753-0963.
home that can be purrequired. Call 489-2723.
chased with a low down
payment and payments 1969 FORD, 151, excellent
mileage. $375.00. Call 753the same as rent. The
*Rings *ateliers
2779.
mobile home is located in
the beautiful Keniana
*Squash Messolin
Development at Hamlin, 1966 VOLKSWAGON. new
upholstery
all
way
•tieeiii Silver
Ky. The mobile home and
through. Good mullng
lot can be bought for only
$7,500.00: Ler Ririe -condition: $395.00. .€1111
753-2922 days or 753-4469
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
nights and week days.
show you this property.
John
C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street, Isis CHEVROLET truck
Mur+ay, Ky. 753-0101 or
KZ0.00 or best offer. Call
43.9-4133
753-7531
489-2711

INDINNIEWlut

Crawfords Service Station

tyre, Greve Ky.

VERY NICE 2 bedroom
home with new aluminum
siding, located close in to
Murray, carpeted,
completely remodeled
inside, on a 1 acre lot. A
nic ehotne at the price of
$18,200. Call for an appointment at Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 South 12th
Street, 753-3597.

TOWN
AND COUNTRY
YAMAHA, LTD
Call 153-41018

la EP

3IE°
CUSTOM BUILT van by
Chevrolet. Ball hitch front
and rear, electric winch,
gas pop up top, electric, 2
owners, actual miles,
40,000. No rust, $1995. See
at 4th and Elm. Right for
hunting, sports, art
shows, camping.
1964 CHEVROLET pickup.
$250.00. Call 753-0313.
1939 CHEVY MASTER
Deluxe. No rust, good
condition. Asking $250.00.
Call 436-5459. Can be seen
at Poyner's Amoco.

50 Campers

5.
ELECTRICAL
WIRING
home and Industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4744841
or 753-7203.

MOTOR HOME, 1972
model. Vanner, 25', 19,000
miles. Call 753-8533 or 7535121.

CARPET INSTALLED.
$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please.
Call David Mullinaz, 47427119.

31 Seroces Offered

PLUMBING AND Electric, MOBILE HOMES unodd jobe we like. All work
derpinned. Your choice of
guaranteed to pleue. Call color and materials. Call
James Burkeen, 474-2257. 753-1873 after 5 p.m.

CARPET CLEANING,
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
references, free
HUTCHENS'
JOHN
estimates. Quick drying.
Plumbing and Electric.
Call 753-6827 or 753-9618.
No lobs too small. Call
436-5842 early morning or
GENERAL BACKHOE
work. Gravel and top soil. late afternoon.
Call 436-5896 or 436-2306.

1970 1-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereo and
tape. New radials. Call
753-8161.

WE WANT TO MAKE-wet
basements dry. No
digging or pumping.
Beaver water control
succeed& where others
falL Guarantied. Chedc
our
methods
with
satisfied customers. For
free estimates contact
Morgan Construction co.,
50-442-7026, Route 2, Box
490-A, Paducah, Ky.
42001.

CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, EXPERIENCED SEWING
Coachman, Trail Star, machine repair. Home
and commercial. Call 753Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, ti mile east 9306.
of 68 and 641 intersection.
289
MUSTANG
1965
Draffenville, Ky. Phone SOMETHING UNUSUAL
in window treatment? See
automatic. Good
527-781/7.
Roy's Carpenter Shop. 111111111111M
Needs
mechanically.
Sears,
PUPPIES TO
BY
given
GUTTERING
Call 753-4124.
$300.00.
repairs.
minor
away. Mixture of Border
Sears seamless gutters
Phone 354-6691.
your LAKELAND CONCollie and Collie. Call 753per
installed
2361.
STRUCTION. Badchoe
PLYMOUTH specifications. Call Larry
1966
work in vadnity of 121
SATELLITE 2 door Lyles at 753-2310 for free
South and 94 South to New TWO 8 Week old kittens,
hardtop. 383 engine, estimates.
Concord. Gravel, white
automatic transmission.
yellow and white striped
HAVING TROUBLE
rock and top soil
$375.00. Call 753-8687.
and black and grey
getting those small
delivered anywhere. Call
striped. Male and female.
plumbing jobs done?
1968 BUICK Sky Lark, good
Roes, 430-2506, open 7
Cute and playful. Call 753Then call 7534614.
condition. $650.00. Can see
days a week.
3535 after 4:30.
at 102 Williams Avenue.
CONTACT SHOLAR
1970 CHEVELLF 396, 4 Brothers for all your
ADVERTISEMENT
speed. Cowl induction. bulldozing, backhoe work,
Runs good. 5,000 miles. or trucking needs. Phone
FOR BIDS
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354$1,500 or best offer. Call
8161 after 7 p.m.
753-9189 days, 753-9449
Sealed bids for equipment, furniture, and
bights.
shelving
necessary for the Calloway County Public
EXPERIENCED PAINLibrary, 710 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky 41071,
or
do
interior
TER
will
1966
VAN.
DODGE
1968
will be received at the existing Calloway County
Buick Le Sabre. Two 14" exterior work by the hour
Public Library,710 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky
or job. 753-8343.
bottom plows. Call 75342071, until 2:00 P.M., C.S.T., Tuesday, December
7143.
16, 1975.
EXPERIENCED WILL
Specifications may be obtained from the Con1950 WILLEY'S JEEP, stay days with elder
struction Office, Department of Library and Ardays,
435people.
Call
C,J3A. Call 489-2553, after
chives, Poet Office Box 537, Frankfort, Kentucky
4169.
6:00.
40601.
Bids may be mailed or delivered to the Calloway
general
DO
FORD FAIRLANE 1966. WILL
County Public Library, 710 Main Street, Murray,
housecleaning. Call 492Kentucky 42071 to arrive before 2:00 P.M., C.S.T.,of
Small V-8, $350.00.
1971 8622.
the day set for receiving bids. The Department of
Volkswagoo
Library and Archives will act as the Owner's Agent
automatic stick shift.
ELECLICENSED
for all equipment,furniture,and eitelvIng bids.
$1250. Call 489-2595.
TRICIAN - Prompt efThe Owners reserve the right to hold al bidsfor a
period not to exceed thirty (30) days from the date
1975 FORD PICKUP ficient service. No job too
of the closing of bids and to reject any and all bids if
RANGER XLT, low small. Call Ernest White
deemed to be in their best interest.
753-0605.
mileage. Call 489-2225.

Be

1965 BUICK Wildcat. Air, AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and enpower steering and
brakes. Must sell. Call closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647,
753-5094.

CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
DISTRICT BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Max Hurt
President

IMPORTANTMESSAGE
Folks, once again it's time to buy gifts such as
car & home stereos, T. V.'s and many other electronic items.
Merchandise is being purchased all over town,
but without guaranteed local service.
We have had many calls asking if we service
merchandise purchased at the discount and
variety stores.
Don't be mis-led about getting service. Before
buying you need to call your servicing departments and ask them if they will service their merchandise.
We think you will find that most service departments, service only what they sell - and
definitely no discount or variety store merchandise.
So, be a wise buyer and buy from a servicing
department.
We have an expert service technician, but we
service only what we sell.

T. V. Service Center
Central Shopping Center
Open evenings til Christmas
Sundays 1-6 p. m.
753-S365

Use our layaway or Easy Financing Plans
Pt
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Dr. Bill D. Whittaker Named
Pastor, first Baptist Church

Deaths and Funerals
David McKinney Is
Dead At Age 47;
Was Park Ranger

Price Lassiter's
Funeral Services
Being Held Today

Mrs. Mary Graves
Dies This Morning

Word has beeh received of the
death of Mrs. Mary Graves of
The funeral services for Price
David McKinney, 47, Benton I a siter of Murray will be held Caruthersville, Mo., niece of
Route Two died at six a. m. today at three p. m. at the Milburn Evans of Murray Route
Monday at Murray-Calloway chapel of the J. H. Churchill Six, who died this morning at
eight o'clock at the Baptist
County Hospital.
Funeral Horne with Dr. James
Services are being conducted A. Fisher officiating and Mrs. Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
today at two p. in. at Filbeck Richard Farrell playing the Tenn.
Mrs. Graves, age 45, had
and Cann Funeral Chapel, organ.
an acute heart attack
suffered
Benton, by Rev. John Hardie.
Active pallbearers will be
Burial will be in Marshall Brent Hughes, Pete Purdom, about one week ago. She was a
teacher of business at
County Memory Gardens.
Frank Ryan, Joe Allbritten,
Mr. McKinney, a veteran of Heron West, Pete Farley, and Caruthersville, Mo., and was a
World War II, was a park Joe Hal Spann. Honorary graduate of Murray State
ranger for the Kentucky State pallbearers will be Tip Doran, University.
Survivors are her parents,
Parks Department.. •
Thomas Slick) Banks, Sam
Fred
anclJewel Evans Lassiter
He was a member of New Kelley, Tommy Sanders,
of Hickman; one daughter, Mrs.
Hope Baptist Church.
Sherrell Massey, Oa tman
Randy Herndon and Kathy Jackson were chosen as the Citizens of the Month for November
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Farley, Louis C. Ryan, Johnny Mary Graves Roberts, HickOpal McKinney of Benton Route McCage, and James ( Jiggs) man; one son, Freddie Graves, by the Citizens of the Month Committee at Calloway County High School They are both
Two; his mother, Mrs. Ruth Lassiter Burial will be in the Barlow; one local uncle, seniors. Randy is vice-president of the Student Council, on the Laker Speech team, in the Beta
Milburn Evans, Murray Route Club, FBLA Chapter, Pep Club, serves on Laker
McKinney of Woodbury; two Murray City Cemetery.
Review newspaper staff, and is cohost of the
Six.
Laker Hour. Kathy is secretary of the Beta Club, one of the field commanders of the
daughters, Miss Cathie and
Mr. Lassiter, age 73, was
Calloway
The Chaney Funeral Home of High Band,
Diana McKinney, both of pronounced dead on arrival at
assistant editor of the annual staff, secretary of the speech team, and member of
Hickman
will
have
charge
of
Bowling Green; a son, David the Murray-Calloway County
FBLA Lhapter and Pep Club. Members of the Citizens of the month committee are Tim Bailey
McKinney of Bowling Green; Hospital by Calloway County the arrangements and friends and Tommy Futrell, juniors, Renee Bolen and Danny Kingins,
sophomores, and LaDon Dowdy
three stepdaughters, Bonnie, Coroner Max Morris after he may call there on Wednesday. and Renee Edwards,freshmen.
Lisa and Nina Jones, all of was struck by a car on South
Benton Route Two; two st- Ninth Street near Story Avenue.
pesons, Frankie and Michael The accident occurred at 5:50 p.
Jones, also of Benton Route in. Sunday.
Two; three sisters, Mrs. Jennie
The deceased was a member
Threlkeld of Elkton, Mrs. of the First United Methodist
The funeral for Mrs. Iva
Wanda Sue Thomas and Mrs. Church. Born October 9, 1902, in Oliver Garrett of Wingo is being
Gloria Jean Igo, both of Calloway County, he was the held today at two p. m. at the
Cerulean.
"In my opinion, this is the
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)— stitutions in the nation."
son of the late James UlySsic Wingo Church of Christ with
Butts succeeded Dr. Carl key point to their survival in
Lassiter and Ora Robertson Bro. Larry Vaughn and Bro. Predominantly black colleges
Alonzo Williams officiating. and universities must lose the Hill, who retired after serving this modern time," said Hill,
Lassiter.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Burial will be in the Bradley stereotype of being "black 13 years as president of KSU. under whose leadership the stuMary Betty Lassiter, 714 Elm Cemetery in Graves County.
schools" and become biracial During Hill's term, the in- dent population at KSU inMrs. Garrett, age 79, died institutions if they are to sur- stitution was integrated and creased from 886 to 2,246.
Graveside rites for William Street, Murray; one daughter,
Trellis McKeel of 1500 Dudley Mrs. Betty Carol Huie, Sunday at the Convalescent vive in the future, says Dr. Wil- now, 30 per cent of its students,
Drive, Murray, are being Louisville; three half sisters, Center of the Murray-Calloway liam A. Butts, Kentucky State including those who attend
night classes, are white.
conducted today at two p. in. at Mrs. Eva Chambers, Royal County Hospital. Her husband, University's new president.
•'Kentucky .State has transHowever, Butts said in an inthe Murray City Cemetery with Oak, Mich., Mrs. Erma Outland Paul, died in 1961.
Survivors include
two terview after his inauguration formed and now has an inDr. David C. Roos officiating. and Miss Ruth Lassiter, both of
The
Blalock-Coleman Murray; one grandson, James daughters, Mrs. Geraldine Hall Monday, the history of black in- tegrated student, faculty and
Adams of Murray and Mrs. stitutions is -something we staff population, Butts said.
Funeral Home has charge of the Price Huie.
Wallace Hicks of Wingo Route must not shelve into the back- "Generally we will constantly
arrangements.
Two; one sister, Mrs. Harry ground.
be looking for teachers and stuMr. McKeel, age 73, died
Yates, Lone Oak; one brother,
Sunday at 10:27 p. m. at the
Butts said that Kentucky dents of a high caliber regardMurray State University will
Wendell Oliver, Wingo; six State — founded in the late 19th less of race, creed or color.
Westview Nursing Home. He
participate
in
Glamour
grandchildren; seven great century as the State Normal
The university has the ad- Magazine's "Top Ten College
was preceded in death by his
grandchildren.
wife, Mrs. Dorothy M. McKee!
Schol for Colored Persons, has vantage of being in the capital Women" contest for 1976,
on November 14 of this yew'.
come a long way in the last city and we will continue to
Lanette Thurman, Director of
The funral for Henry AnSurvivors are one sister, Mrs.
decade, but that much work re- provide services for people of the Personal Enrichment
derson
of
709
Riley
Court,
this region and particularly for Center at Murray, said the
Dawson (Mary)
Smith,
mains.
Asheboro, N. C.; four brothers, Murray, will be held today at
He said his goal will be to those employes of state govern- contestants will be judged on
Reason McKee! of Bowling three p. m. at the chapel of the
''build Kentucky State Univer- ment," Butts said.
merits of solid records of
Butts said the "black school achievement in acadmeic
Green, W. W. and Mason Max Churchill Funeral Home
sity into one of the finest inwith
Bro.
John
Dale
officiating
Funeral services for Rue Nix
is dying out because it is illegal studies
McKeel, Detroit, Mich., and
and-or
in
exand immoral.
Gaston McKeel, Asheboro, N. C. and Jerry Bolls directing the of 320 Irvan Street, Murray, are
tracurricular
activities
on
song service by singers from being held today at 1:30 p. m. at
"But certainly there is some campus or in the community.
the Seventh and Poplar Church the chapel of the Max Churchill
attention we must continue to
Mrs. Thurman said interested
of Christ, where he was a Funeral Home with Bro. John
give to these institutions be- women should contact her at
member.
cause of the nature of their his- Ordway Hall or call 762-6891 for
Dale officiating and Jerry Bolls
Harlan Bowden, Oman
tory," he said.
information on entry blanks.
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the Bowden, Joe Brooks Bowden, J. directing the song services by
"We must maintain the idea
singers
from
the
Seventh
and
Applicants must send in
College of Creative Expression T. Laws, Paul Robertson,
that historically black in- completed entry blanks with
at Murray State University, Gerald Alderdice, and Wayne Poplar Church of Christ, where
stitutions have a responsibility lists of major activities, and
was one of 40 academic ad- Flora will serve as pallbearer's Mr. Nix was a member.
in our society," he added. each contestant must send in an
Serving
as
pallbearers
are
ministrators from across the and burial will be in the Murray
Butts' predecessor, Dr. Hill, essay describing her area of
Bryan Tolley, Earl Nanny,
country selected to attend a City Cemetery.
Murray State University
also
talked in an interview of involvement
Stafford
Curd,
Raymond
two
and
recent Institute for Academic
Mr. Anderson, age 79, died
alumni and supporters planning
his thoughts of leaving the in- photographs of herself. The
Deans at St. Louis University. Sunday at 4:30 p. m. at the Rayburn, Clyde Steele, Charles on attending the Murray Statestitution.
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Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Garrett

Dr. Bill D. Whittaker has
accepted the pastorate of the
First Baptist Church, Murray,
will begin his service here on
January 1, 1976, according to
officials of the church.
The membership of the
church elected Dr. Whittaker by
secret ballot at the morning
worship services on Sunday.
At the Sunday night services,
Gus Robertson, Jr., chairman
of the pulpit committee, announced that Dr. Whittaker had
accepted the call to become
pastor of the church effectivik
the first of the year.
Dr. Whittaker, a native.of
Warren County, is now serving
as pastor of the First Baptist
Church, Sturgis. He is a
Dr. Bill D. Whittaker
graduate of Western Kentucky
- New Minister Here
State University, Bowling
Green, received the Master of Divinity degree and the Doctor
of Ministries from the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville.
Prior to going to Sturgis six
years ago, Dr. Whittaker was
pastor of the Jackson Grove
Baptist Church, Bowling Green.
He
and his wife have two
Jim Hall, director of budget
at Murray State University, will children, ages two and three,
be the speakef. at Wednesday's and one foster daughter, age
UCM Luncheon. He will talk on fifteen.
The church has been without
the topic, "University Budget
a
regular minister since Rev.
and Priorities" and will discuss
major budget requests and how Richard Walker resigned
they fit into the overall direction earlier this year to return to
mission work in Brazil.
of the uniursity.
Other members of the pulpit
A nativof Sturgis,- Hall
serving
with
received his ps from Murray committee
State and his MS from the Robertson were Glen Grogan,
Paul Lyons, Jr., Edgar Shirley,
University of Tennessee.
The UCM luncheons, held and Jamie Washer.
each Wednesday from 12:30 to
1:20, are open to all interested
persons. Cost of the meal ,is
$1.25. For information or..
reservations call 753-3531.

Jim Hall To Speak
At UCM Luncheon
Wednesday Noon

Butts Says Predominantly Black
Schools Must Lose Stereotypes

Graveside Rites
Held, Mr. McKee!

University
Participating
In Contest

The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet Thursday, December
4, at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Court House for a
special called business meeting.
Purpose of the meeting will be
to elect officers for the year
1976. All members are urged to
be present and take part in this
election.

The New Providence Riding
Club will have a dinner meeting
at Bull Durham Restaurant on
Thursday, December 4, at
seven p.m.
New officers will be elected
and all members are urged to
attend.

Lake Data
Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m. 354.7,
down 0.1.
Below dam 303.6, up 0.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.1,
down 0.2.
Below dam 316.6. up 0.3.
Sunset 4:40. Sunrise 6:52.
Moon sets 4:41 p.m., rises
Tuesday 6:20 a.m.

Services For Mrs.
Scott Held Monday
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WILL WINTER WEATHER
EFFECT YOUR HEALTH?

fl

ri

Some people just beeze through the winter months
without any problems. But. others seem to "catch"
almost anything that is going around.

V
R

One way to increase your chances of a healthier
winter is to schedule your annual physical check-up
around this time of year. Then. if your physician finds

8

you are not quite up to par, he might suggest or
prescribe a good multiple vitamin or tonic to help
build you up. Give yourself the extra edge this winter.
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Our winter medicines and health-aids are now in
stock.

1
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The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sunday.;
1
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week
3 Registered Full Time Pharmacists
753-1340
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Clinic Pharmacy
Tommy Chrisp, R.P1i.

-qi

Fil

Darold Keller, R.Pli.
Steve Compton R.P11.
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Murray,K y. 42071
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